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A FULL YEAR AT ROADS 



CALENDAR OF EVENT 
1980-1981 

First Semester 
Aug. 30 
Sep.3 
Sep.5 
Sep.8-12 
Sep.24 
Sep.26 
Oct. 10-13 
Oct. 15 
Oct 31 
Nov. 13-16 
Nov. 17-21 
Nov.2B 
Dec. 9-17 
Dec. 18 
Dec. 20 
Dec. 21..Jan. 4 

Second Semester 
Jan. 5-9 
Jan. 17 
Jan.30 
Feb. 13-16 
Mar. 20 
Mar. 23-27 
Apr. 4 
Apr. 16-20 
Apr. 21-May 2 
May 15 
May 16 
May 17 

Recruits arrive 
2nd, 3rd, 4th year Cadets retum 
Classes start 
C.M.C. Fitness testing 
Honours Day 
Recruit Obstacle Rece 
Stand Down 
Blood Donor Clinic 
2 Squadron Mess Dinner 
Visit to U.S.A.F.A. 
C.M.C. Fitness testing 
3 Squadron Mess Dinner 
Examinations 
Christmas Dinner and Carol Service 
Christmas Ball 
Christmas Leave 

Military and Adventure Training 
Hibbard Cup Competition 
1 Squadron ..... Dinner 
Stand Down 
4 Squadron Me .. Dinner 
C.M.C. fitness testing 
Wisener Cup Drill Competition 
RevIew end Morlel Period 
Examlnattons 
Convocation and Sunset Ceremony 
Graduation Parade and Ball 
Successful Cadets to Summer Duties 







--
RECRUITS ARRIVE 

FIRST SLATE 

CWC: MK Overton 
DCWC: DG Daly 
CWA: JD Lowe 
CBM: JM Agostino 
DCBM: DG Hoyle 
TRICORN ED: MS Adamson 

CWTO: WK Bokovay 
CWSO: DA Harris 
CWPMC: JA Perron 
VCWPMC: KL Jones 
CWIMSO: DB Knight 
LOG ED: KM Tyler 

1 Squadron 

CSL: MA Laplante 
CSA: SJ Cox 
CFL Cartier: PJ Brinkhurst 
DCFL Cartier: DA Brown 
CFL Fraser: HC Ketellaper 
DCFL Fraser: EA Giraldeau 

CSTO: EP Gallagher 
CSSO: BD Lewis 
CSC1: KS Yamashita 
CSC2: CA Chorny 
CSC3: LG Rogers 
CSC4: MF Clark 

2 Squadron 

CSL: DF Taylor CSTO: SE Maly 
CSA: AA Scott CSSO: AE Paulus 
CFL Champlain: SR Kerr CSC5: MJ Beaudette 
DCFL Champlain: CR King CSC6: D Rich 
CFL Mackenzie: JG Collin CSC7: FG Bigelow 
DCFL Mackenzie: BT Anderson CSC8: DR Smith 

3 Squadron 

CSL: KJ Whitney 
CSA: JA Oliphant 
CFL Hudson: TM Elder1ield 
DCFL Hudson: GN Maclean 
CFL Lasalle: RA Corradini 
DCFL Lasalle: GM Poulin 

CSTO: DG Hirter 
CSSO: JS Carr 
CSC9: RB Fawcett 
CSC10: SJ Newton 
CSC11: CM Sharon 
CSC12: JW McNally 

4 Squadron 

CSL: LD White 
CSA: MD Stark 
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CSTO: JG Cormier 
CSSO: MG Michaud 
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INCLEARANCE 
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THE 
FIRST 
PARADE 



RECRUIT TABLOID 

There was only one week left in Recruit 
Term when on Saturday, September 20, 
1980, the recruits showed their track and 
field prowess. 1 Squadron came out on 
top with 3 and 2 Squadrons following, 
respectively. 
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RECRUIT 
OBSTACLE 
COURSE 

The Second years worked diligently all through 
September in order to complete the gruelling mud
filled Recruit Obstacle Course. Water and mud levels 
were high on Friday September 26, 1980 when the 
recruits, with visions of slug filled pits in mind, ran the 
course. 3 Squadron came through with the winning 
average time of one hour, one minute, and twenty
three seconds, very closely followed by 2 Squadron, 
and then 1 Squadron. Amazingly enough, 1 Squad
ron's Fraser Flight had the best flight time. A special 
mention goes to Junior Cadet Holst who scored the 
best time. 

The Recruits were now fully fledged Junior Cadets. 
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HONOURS 
DAY 

The annual Honours Day ceremonies were held on 
the 24 of September this year. The Cadet Wing 
gathered on the Quarterdeck and the following Cadets 
received awards for their performance during the pre
vious academic year. 
OCdt G. Grant Humanities and Social Science 

Book Prize and winner of the 
French Book Prize 

OCdt S. Sibbald Mathematics and Computer 
Science Book Prize and First 
Class Honours 

OCdt M. Stark First Class Honours and the 
Governor-General 's Bronze Medal 

OCdt A. Scott Science Book Prize and First 
Class Honours 

OCdt P. Brinkhurst Mathematics Book Prize and First 
Class Honours 

OCdt J. Perron Humanities and Social Science 
Book Prize 

OCdt M. Laplante Physics and Physical 
Oceanography Book Prize 

OCdt Taylor First Class Honours, Chemistry 
and Chemical/Biological 
Oceanography Book Prize and 
awarded the Lieutenant-Governor 
of British Columbia's Silver Medal 
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The role of Royal Roads is to educate and train Officer Cadets for a career of effective service in the 
Canadian Forces. The success achieved by graduates of this College is ample evidence that the role has been 
met in the past. Your success will be a measure of how well the College is meeting that role in the present. 

It is relatively easy to evaluate certain aspects of the College program - academics, physical training and 
military skills. But It is not so easy to estimate the development of a sense of responsibility. Nevertheless, a 
highly developed sense of personal responsibility is surely an essential characteristic for success. It is 
difficult to see how the College motto, "Truth, Duty, Valour", could be other than an abstraction without force 
or meaning if the graduates of this College were unable or unwilling to accept the responsibility to be guided 
by It and to uphold It. 

To those of you who are leaving Royal Roads - either as graduates or to continue your studies at RMC or 
CMR - I compliment you on your achievements and I urge you to strive to maintain the high standards that 
have been set by those who have gone before you. You have great promise and we expect you to do well. 

On behalf of all the staff at RRMC, congratulations and sincere best wishes for the future. 

Colonel G. L. Logan 

18 Commandant 
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VICE-COMMANDANT CHANGE 

Commander Morres receives a departure gift. 
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Commander Copley on his first inspection of the 
cadets, accompanying the Commandant. 



MILITARY 
STAFF 

Lt. (N) D. B. Fodor 
1 Sqn Comd 

Cap\. W. M. Keener 
Director of Athletics 

Maj. K. M. Casson 
SOC and MT 

Cap\. J. P. Molloy 
2 Sqn Comd 

Cap\. K. M. Benoit 
PERO 
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Maj. K. R. Merkley 
4 Sqn Comd 

Cap\. K. M. Psutka 
3 Sqn Comd 

Cap\. B. D. Parker 
Dental Officer 



Maj. L. E. Wagar 
CADO 

Capt. M. J. Pacey 
School Llason Officer 

Capt. E. W. Taylor 
Protestant Chaplain 

Lt. (N) J . L. Chow 
CALO 

--

Capt. E. Zdancewlcz 
ULO 

Capt. R. D. J . Marchand 
RC Chaplain 
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Capt. T. McCarthy 
PADO 

Capt. D. L. Browne 
ULO 



ADMINISTRATION 

Capt. J . R. Delong 
Assistant Registrar 

Dr. E. S. Graham 
Director 01 Studies 

Mr. C. C. Whitlock 
Librarian 

Col (Ret'd) A. D. Wallis 
Registrar 



Dr. W. Rodney 
Dean of Arts 

Dr. S. Morgan 
English 

Mr. W. T. Mann 
Commerce 

Dr. J. A. Boutilier 
History 

Dr. M. Madoff 
English 

Lcdr. D. L. Lang 
MLM 
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Dr. P. J . Dunnett 
Economics 

Maj. G. W. S. Brodsky 
English 

Capt. M. Plul 
MLM 

ARTS 



FRENCH Dr. C. Tchaleklan 
Head of Dept. 

Mme. A. Allard 

. , 

M. J. Robichaud 

Dr. C. N. Ramkeeaoon Mlle. A. Tetrault 

Mme. Van campen M. A. RobIchaud 

Mme. A. Hadley Mme.PIowa 
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Dr. H. Montgomery 

Dr. K. J . Reimer 

ILF.*'-d 

Dr. W. C. Horning 
Head of Dept. 

Prof. Watanabe 
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CHEMISTRY 

,~-

Dr. M. R. Barr 

Capt. H. R. Harmer 



MATHEMATICS 

Dr. R. C. Snell 

I 
Dr. P. Smart 

Dr. G. M. lancaster 
Head of Dept. 

Dr. W. W. Wolfe 

Dr. M. J. Wllmut 
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Dr. F. Millinazzo 

Capt. J . D. R. Coulombe 

Dr. Brlnkhurst 



Dr. H. J . Duffus 
Head of Dept. 

Dr. D. W. Hone 

Dr. P. J . Schurer 

Prof. J . K. Kinnear 

Dr. D. P. Krauel 

Dr. S. Ho 
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Dr. J . W. Gilliland PHYSIC~ 

Dr. M. Press 

Dr. W. English 



Dr. E. R. Chappell 
Head of Engineering Dept. 

Dr. W. G. Mcintosh 

Dr. J. W. Madill Dr. J. S. Collins 

Left to right: Birdie Duprau , Susan Day, C. C. Whitlock, Sharon Gulley, Debbie Reynolds. 
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PERI STAFF 
Lelilo right Mr. R. Woods, MCpl. L. Hughes, Petty Officer R. Bootland, Capt. K. Benoit, MWCO H. McDonald, Capt. W. Keener, Sgt. M. Lucas, MCpl. J. 

McOueen. 

GALLI;Y STAFF 
Front Row: Cpl. Robertson , Bernie Magee. First Row: Norma Margalikas, Mary Knight, Ann Gill, Eileen Harrison, Joyce Rose, Terry Cushing, Lisa Ng, Carol 
Obleman, Ruth ntus, Betty Neill, Vern Gorden, Betty Gray. Second Row: Darlene Taylor, Shirley Gordon, Tracy Ashworth , Sgt. Sampson, Shirley Richardson, 
Jean Obleman, Irene Bamsley, Moira Murely, Maria Chow, Dorothy Littleproud, Ester Mulholland, Del Parsons, Karen Poucher, Manning Ruiz, Marian Guiney, 
MWO. Weber. Rear Row: Sam Fielden, Pte. McRae, Kay Moraison, Betty Kilgour, Bob Stanley, MCpl. Twaddle, Mike Embury, Olive Philp, Ray Boucher. 
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M.I.R. 
STAFF 

Left to right : Capt. B. D. Parker, P1 H. J. Nairin, MCpl. R. H. Pack, MCpl. J. A. Gabrie , Sgt. H. B. Clifton. 

DRILL 
STAFF 

Left to right: Sgt. Bentley, Sgt.-Maj . Baumgarten, Sgt. Hunter. 
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WING 
CROSS 
COUNTRY 

On Friday, October 27, 1980, 
the combined Recruit and Wing 
Cross-Country Race was run. 2 
Squadron proved to be the most 
enduring, but was closely fol
lowed by 1 and 3 Squadrons, re
spectively. A special mention 
goes to J /C Engbreckt who 
placed first. 



DRILL 
CLASSES 
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REMEMBRANCE DAY 
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FALL 
DRILL 
COMPETITION 

On Saturday, November 8th, 1980, 1 
Squadron marched on the parade square 
despite heavy rain. The rain continued 
with such strength that 2 and 3 Squadron 
did not march on until the next morning, 
Despite 1 Squadron's handicap of a tor
rential rainfall they showed themselves 
to be the keenest squadron at drill, 2 and 
3 Squadron followed. 



USAFA TRIP 

In the middle of November, 1980, 75 cadets and 12 staff 
braved a three hour "Herc" flight to Colorado Springs, in order to 
spend four days at the U.S. Air Force Academy. Roads' represen
tative teams did not do especially well in their competition 
against the USAFA squadron and rep teams. Waterpolo, basket
ball, volleyball, and wrestling all put forth valiant efforts, but 
were overtaken by their larger opponents. The high altitude 
(7000 feet) was a factor which went against Roads' teams, most 
noticably the cross-country team. All was not total defeat 
though, as the Debating team did well by tying the USAFA team. 
Also, Rugby was denied a possible win because they did not 
play, due to the cold and snowy weather. 

Other activities included tours of the academy, Saturday 
morning inspection (SAM I) with the USAFA cadets, and the spec
tating of a football game. 
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EXAMS 
ARE 
TOO SOON 
UPON US 
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CURLING 
BONSPIEL 
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CHRISTMAS 
LUNCHEON 

SECOND SLATE 

CWC: OF Taylor 
DCWC: MA Laplante 
CWA: JG Collin 
CBM: CA Chiarot 
DCBM: BC Thirnbeck 
CPM: SM Craig 
TRICORN ED: CR Gagnon 

CWTO: DG Daly 
CWSO: KJ Whitney 
CWPMC: JD Lowe 
VCWPMC: RA Corradini 
CWIMSO: TM Elderfield 
LOG ED: KM Tyler 

1 Squadron 

CSL: MK Overton 
CSA: PJ Brinkhurst 
CFL Cartier: MS Adamson 
DCFL Cartier: SP Woods 
CFL Fraser: SR Moors 
DCFL Fraser: MH Batkiewicz 

CSTO: LG Rogers 
CSSO: PM Aubin 
CSC1: GS Knight 
CSC2: DH Stewart 
CSC3: SR Maddison 
CSC4: DR Downing 

2 Squadron 

CSL: DA Harris CSTO: SR Kerr 
CSA: RP Neville CSSO: VG Farmer 
CFL Champlain: AA Scott CSC5: GS Marinoff 
DCFL Champlain: SG Kooistra CSC6: C Roth 
CFL Mackenzie: DB Knight CSC7: RJ Green 
DCFL Mackenzie: MJ Pearson CSC8: SC Sibbald 

3 Squadron 

CSL: JA Perron 
CSA: GM Poulin 
CFL Hudson: JM Agostino 
DCFL Hudson: CS Wardle 
CFL Lasalle: JA Oliphant 
DCFL Lasalle: PE Cachia 

CSTO: JW McNally 
CSSO: P Munro 
CSC9: AC Wass 
CSC10: OF Smith 
CSC11: OS Woywitka 
CSC12: SE Dominico 

4 Squadron 

CSL: WF Vachon 
CSA: MA Bouvier 
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CSTO: GA Grant 
CSSO: JA Poliquin 



CAROL 
SERVICE 



CHRISTMAS 
PREPARATIONS 
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CHRISTMAS BALL 







A 
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Front Row: D. Knight, C . Chorny, R. Perron, A. Scott, C . King, K. Whitney. Second Row: Sg!. Lucus, P. Skuriat, K. Bokavay, J. Howes, R. Green, R. Bowes, R. 
Harvey, D. Woywitka, D. Harris, R. Fawcett, S. Moors, J. Blasko, D. Macintyre. 

HOCKEY TEAM 

Again this year the RRMC Hockey Team competed in an 
interbase league consisting of NOTC, PPCLI, MARPAC ENG 
and Combines. The season was met with great success as 
the team defeated PPCLI in the finals. The team also com
peted in a round-robin tournament, entitled the Molson Chal
lenge Series, consisting of University of Victoria, Comosun 
College, Malaspina College and Royal Roads. The competi
tion in the series was intense and the team displayed good 
effort throughout, but unfortunately Roads did not come out 
ahead. Effort beyond the call of duty was displayed sampling 
the sponsor's fine product after each game. The team wishes 
to express thanks to all the loyal supporters, who braved the 
cold of the arena's lounge to watch their team in action. Next 
year promises to be highly successful with several members 
remaining to continue the winning spirit. 
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FIRST XV 
Front Row: Dan Constable, Stu Moors, Russ Green, Mike Pearson, Steve Kerr, Dave Taylor, Rick Corradini , Paul Skuriat, Kevin Whitney, Dr. Morris Lancaster. 
Rear Row: Steve Mcintyre, Roy Kingsbury, Rick Fawcett, Chris Wykurz , Dave Harris, Mike Clarkin, Carl Roth , Peter Munro, Kelly Bokovay, Chris Chiaro!. 

RUGBY 
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Chlarot 

SECOND XV 
Front Row: John Moloney, Gus Kramer, Norman Bell, Ried McBride, Stu Moors, Mike Pearson, Danny Macintyre, Dr. Morris lancaster. Rear Row: U(N) Fodor, 
Grant Macleod, Tim Brooks, Andre Mech, Steve Mcintyre, Dave Kanz, Jamie "Boyd, Doug Morley. 

The sports surprise of the year occurred 
when the Royal Roads failed to capture the B.C. 
Rugby Championships, and even to field their 
quota of players on the Canadian National Team. 
In other words, the team was not overwhelming 
on the field this season. However, the social life 
and trips were not lacking. In early October the 
rugby team travelled to the Cranberry Cup Clas
sis in Abbotsford and played competitively 
throughout. Two weeks later it was off to RMC 
where they dropped a hard fought decision 7-6 to 
their rivals. In early November, the rugby team 
journeyed to USAFA but could not play due to the 
field conditions, but everyone enjoyed them
selves nevertheless. 

Second semester activities, besides the usual 
season play, included a " Roman style" costume 
party, a Casino Night, the final festivity at the 
year's end. The team managed to keep out to 
trouble for another year, a feat for any rugby 
team. Next year promises to be a more productive 
year with such events planned as the RMC visit, 
USAFA visit and a possible return trip to Eng
land. 

Overall, many good times were had by all. 
Many thanks to Dr. Morris Lancaster and Lt. 

Fodor for their help and support. 
Quote of the Year; " Peter, Peter, I have decided 

to change my theory again." 
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SOCCER 
The 1980-81 Royal Roads 

Soccer Team enjoyed a most 
interesting year. The team did 
not fair too well in the league 
standings but it had greatly im
proved over the previous sea
son. A farewell to Rob Perron 
and Matt Overton, who will 
both be graduating. A farewell 
is also in store to the second 
years heading off to RMC. A 
special thanks to Andy Scott 
who put up with a tremendous 
number of shots on goal over 
the last two years. A strong nu
cleus is left for next year 's 
team, headed by the Rook con
nection. With a little luck and a 
lot of hard work and 
enthusiasm, the 81-82 soccer 
team should enjoy a success
ful year. Many thanks to Coach 
McQueen for his hard work 
and perseverance. The re
mainder of the team is looking 
forward to the start of the 81-82 
season with Coach McQueen 
at the helm. 
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SAILING 
This year, the Sailing Team 

was involved in many regattas 
at Island and mainland col
leges such as UBC, the Univer
sity of Washington, and UVic. 
Our placing was not good, but 
we always gave it our best 
effort. 

Each regatta was a great 
deal of fun - if we couldn't 
show them how to sail, we 
could sure show them how to 
party! After the U of Wash
ington Kick-off Regatta in Oc
tober, Doug Hoyle would never 
forget to bring the strap for his 
glasses. 

The year was capped off by 
the annual Invitational Regat
ta, with seven teams from as 
far away as Oregon competing 
for top spot. UBC, the defend
ing champion, retained top 
honours. A Staff-Student Re
gatta, held the weekend be
fore, was also highly success
ful (the cadets won). 

All in all, the RRMC Sailing 
Team enjoyed a satisfying year, 
with more equipment, good 
coaching, and, most of all, lots 
of fun. 



CROSS 
COUNTRY 

The RR Cross-Country team has been very active this year. The year was 
started off with the entering of runners in the Shannigan Lake half-marathon 
at Duncan, B.C. and then travelling to USAFA, where the forces of nature 
were more the enemy than the run in Colorado's thin air and cold, numbing 
weather. Next came the yearly battle with NOTC in a 8-man relay race which 
was won with more than 2 minutes to spare. Then came the Nelles Cross
Country run, another annual race which is run during the Ex-Cadet Weekend 
on the RRMC cross-country course. Here the RR team was pitted against 
many excellent teams, both civilian and military. This was followed closely 
by the YMCA-YWCA run, also on our very own cross-country course. The 
Basil Parker " Pig Run" was next, over hills, through mud, water and pig 
hazards, bringing back recollections of our own obstacle course run so long 
ago. The team will be finishing off the year with several very grueling 
marathons. 

Many thanks have to go to Dr. Peter Smart, the team coach and to Mike 
Beaudette, the team captain, for their encouragement and hard work, as well 
as, Dr. Smart's good spirits at Christmas time. 

The team is very confident that with excellent runners, who will be the 
nucleus for next year's team, it will be another good year for the RR Cross
Country team in 81-82. 
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VOLLEYBALL 
TEAM 

Front Row: M. Brown, M. Doupe, PO R. 
Bootland, D. Hawkins, G. Parkinson. Back 
Row: J. Price, J. Campbell , J. Picard, R. 
Leroux, J. D. Campbell , J. Collin. 

This year the Royal Roads Representative Volleyball Team competed in both the Totem Conference and Victoria'S 
Senior 'B' League. The season was characterized by hot and cold spells. Injury plagued the team throughout the year 
and saw more than half the team taking hydro-therapy at some time during the year. Competition in the Totem 
Conference was stiff and Roads had notable victories against Okanagan, Malaspina, and BCIT. Roads easily 
destroyed NOTC in the Hibbard Cup Competition. The wins may have been few but the team enjoyed itseif on the 
many (well timed) road trips. The team was made up of talent and experience, but was mostly charisma and dashing 
good looks. It included such characters as Jay (Baby) Campbell, Syl (The Whiz) Picard, the RR - MC combo of 
Leroux and Brown, Dougy (Mr. Marvelous) Hawkins, Jeffrey (The Spike) Price, Mike (The Mauler) Doupe and a late 
arrival, John (The Sh~ot) Collins. The bulk of the team will be returning to RR next year and it is hoped that they will 
keep up the long standing traditions of the team, maybe not on the court, but especially off. (The pineapple for sure!) 

Front Row: V. Farmer, J. 
Collin, G. Pankiw, M. Wai
ters. 2nd Row: J. Simpkins, 
D. Mulders, B. Anderson , S. 
Sibbald, R. McPhail. 3rd 
Row: MCpl. L. Hughes, J. 
Stacey, P. Todd, R. Atwood. 

The waterpolo team had a new breath of life this year, with the majority of the team being comprised of first years. 
Although the old boys, Dave Walters and Vince Farmer, will not be around to score the goals, George Pankiw, Tom 
Holden, Jim Stacey, Rob McPhail, Jeff Simpkins and Brad Henderson will return to provide a strong framework for 
next year's team. Throughout the year the team played several games against UVic and PPCLI. During November they 
travelled to Colorado where they almost managed to beat USAFA until the air got thin during the fourth quarter. Not a 
bad year in all. Hopefully the team will be able to play in the Vancouver City League during next year's season. 
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The curling team started the year off by 
entering the Juan de Fuca Men's Cashsplel 
in October. Playing amongst the best com
petition In the Victoria area, they lost the 
final game, 8-6, but still won $250.00! 

The next 'spiel was in November; the 
Esquimalt Men's Bonspiel. Shooting for 
the first place prize of a trip each to Reno, 
the team lost out in the final game. 

Other events included a 2 and 2 record in 
the Glen Meadows Men's Bonspiel in Janu
ary and a good showing in the Thursday 
night men's league at the Juan de Fuca 
Arena, where more than half the team's 
losses were due to defaults (due to ex
ams!). 

But the main event was the Totem Con
ference Curling Championship held in 
Kamloops over the February x-cadet 
weekend. With stiff competition (6-7, 5-6) 
the team only managed a disappointing 
fourth place. Yet, with the encouragement 
of MWO MacDonald as coach, it proved to 
be a very enjoyable weekend and a great 
year. 

WRESTLIN 
TEAM 
Back Row: D. Emrich, l. Rogers, 
B. Thirnbeck, K. Tyler, D. Hirter, 
A . Wass, C . Kolmel , Capt. 
Benoit (coach). Front Row: Lt. 
Jardine, J. P. Charest, C. Wardle, 
F. Moger. 

After several years of inactivity, the Royal Roads 
Wrestling Team was brought back Into existence. The 
team received an extremely effective "baptism of 
fire" while at USAFA; enough said of our darker days. 
In December the team hosted a visit from the A.W. 
Nlel Senior Secondary team out of Nanalmo, after 
which our faith was restored. 

At the Vancouver Island Tournament In Nanalmo, 
four members qualified for the Island team by com
Ing In first place for their weight group, with all other 
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team members doing very well also with second, 
third and fourth place standings. Dwayne Emrich 
and Chris Kolmel could not Join the Island team for 
the B.C. Winter Games In Prince George, but Cliff 
Wardle and Dave Hlrter went on to the Games and 
brought back with them two sliver medals and a 
bronze medal. 

Thanks go out to Lt. Jardine of NOTC and Capt. 
Benoit for their great coaching. 



FENCING 
Left to right: B. T. Anderson , B. K. Fournier, R. S. MacDonald, B. R. Robson, Mr. Coss (coach), 
R. A. Daust, G. P. Vereschagin, C. R. Gagnon. 

The 1980-81 season produced some fine fenc
ing practice for the team. During the training sea
son the team was instructed in the necessary 
skills by Mr. Coss. The team was graced by the 
appearance of another instructor, Doctor Ho, who 
introduced the new members of the team to elec
tric equipment 

The team was small again this year but the 
addition of two lefties made the parries interest
ing. This year saw the improvement of our style 
and finesse. 

The team sends out its whole hearted thanks to 
those who have helped the team in any way. A 
special thanks goes to Mr. Coss and Dr. Ho for all 
that they have done. The team is looking forward 
to the upcoming season. TOUCHE. 

till; • • • 
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WARGAMEa 
CLUB 

The Wargames Club has been sporadically active in the past year. Several tournaments were held within the 
college, with notable success. At one point over 30 cadets were participating in different tournaments. By far the 
most active members of the club have been the Dung and Drag specialists. These dedicated warriors have waged 
imaginative campaigns throughout the year. They also participated in an inter-city tournament. The more military 
minded strategists have had to be satisfied with squeezing in a game whenever our limited time permitted. Unfor
tunately, plans for more extensive tournaments for the second semester had to be shelved, as they proved too 
difficult to arrange. Still, it is hoped that the Club has allowed cadets to exercise their strategic and intellectual 
gaming skills to some degree. The steady support of the Wing for this Club seems secure for next year, and a varied 
library of wargames awaits future exciting campaigns. 

FLYING CLUB 

The year began late because of a lack of co-operation from the weather, and it wasn't until November that flying 
actually began. After initial check rides were done, 4 aircraft departed on a four hour round robin flight which 
included stops at Campbell River, Pitt Meadows, and a fly-past of CFB Chilliwack. The trip was an enjoyable one, with 
good weather, nice scenery, only a few mechanical problems, and some " loose" formation practice. Shortly after 
Christmas, 6 cadets journeyed south to NAS Whidbey Island for a passenger HAl course. The course allowed those 
who took it to ride in high performance aircraft. Not to let all that work go to waste, the club made a TGIF flight to CFB 
Comox late in March. Those who now had their HAl went onto do their seat checks, then to the flight-line for rides in 
T-33 aircraft. The remainder of the group toured the base and spent some time in the Voodoo aircraft simulator. All 
those who went had a good time, and the club plans to return next year. 
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This past year the Scuba Club got off to a slow start but things 
picked up considerably after Christmas. We had 30 club dives (for 
leasure and training purposes), at various sites along the West Coast 
of North America. Some of the highlights of the year include: 

- a SCUBA BRONZE course offered in Sept.-Oct. 80, 
- a seven day dive trip to San Francisco and Monterey during 

Adventure Training Week to dive with the US Navy 
- two courses which qualified 21 divers, 
- an annual wind-up party at CFAD Rocky Point 
- Fred's fantastic DR techniques (Drastic Reckoning) while navi-

gating the club to the Brentwood Bay Marina, 
- John and Darren's heroic efforts in attempting to salvage an 

anchor lost in The Lagoon by the Sailing Team. 
The Scuba Club had another successful year, which would not 

have been possible without the assistance and 'behind the scenes' 
direction of Lt. (N) Fodor, the club staff advisor. 
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ARCHERY 
The ROADS ARCHERY Team got 

off to a slow start in '80-'81 . The 
club completed it's first stage of re
building with equipment procure
ment, instruction and the obtain
ment of range facilities in Col
wood. 

Although a tournament at Roads 
was cancelled in it's planning 
stages, the 81-82 year will be an
other attempt. Upcoming years will 
see Roads involved in more ac
tivities as the initial administration 
is complete. We're looking forward 
to more members and more excel
lent support from the PERI staff. 

SCUBA CLUB 
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OUTDOORS 
CLUB 
Kneeling : Kevin Tyler, Barry 
Thirnbeck , Don Himmelman . 
Standing: Steve MacDonald, Jeff 
Howes, Jamie Cade, Don Smith, 
Dave Harris , Steve Sibbald . 
Dwight Brown (leaning on bicycle). 

British Columbia offers 
countless opportunities for 
those interested in outdoor ac
tivities. Our club had a busy 
year. During military training 
week, club members were in
volved in four Adventure Train
ing programs, and there were a 
number of weekend trips. Mem
bers enjoyed camping, hiking, 
climbing, and caving. This sum
mer another group will head into 
Banff, where they will spend a 
week. Next year with a wider se
lection of equipment and mem
bers with greater experience we 
are expecting an even fuller 
year. 



REP SKYLARK TEAM 

The Representative Skylark Team had a bumper harvest of yuks this year. 
Picture this: 

0200 hours. The city sleeps. A handful of husky lads brave the cold and dark to 
venture where no man has gone before. Four thousand pounds of screaming 
chrome and glass break the stillness as they race into the unknown. Then they 
valiantly climb a sixty foot wall, fighting and grimacing through every inch. Not the 
last obstacle between them and victory, but determination defeats the enemy 
bastion, and. . . the dome. 

Yes, these venturesome young bucks made it to the observatory roof, 8 stories 
above the campus of the University of Victoria, to plant the flag of Roadenthood, 
and to paint "Royal Roads" there. This would be a lasting memorial to a spirit which 
had only ever been equalled by that of Sir Edmund Hilary only a few years before. 

The Rep Skylark Team had three events this year; the observatory adventure, 
painting a bold "RR" on the engineering statue at USC and going to "Apocalypse 
Now" at UVic, in combats with toy weapons. The terror of the civilian populace was 
only equalled by their laughter when they found out that the theatre was sold out 
... but CMC Man is never defeated, wait until next year. 

(Name withheld by request, for security reasons.) 

"Apocalypse Next Time" 
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Left to right : Steve Kooistra, Fred 
Bigelow, Dave Walters , Pete 
Munro (in car), Mike Pearson, 
Rick Kosierb, Rick Neville, Carl 
Roth, Russ Green, Steve Sib· 
bald. 

Victory Atop the Enemy Citadel 



DANCING 
CLUB 

Rear Row: J. Pedde, D. Harris, S. Mac
Donald, R. Reeves, B. Gogus. Front 
Row: M. Beaudette, S. Gable. 

Up to 24 months of drill proved to be a great disadvan
tage for several Royal Roads cadets this year when they 
began attending ballroom dancing lessons at the Univer
sity of Victoria. The popular theories that "the time re
mains the same" and "always step out with the left" were 
soon proven untrue when several females had their toes 
stepped on. Despite these minor setbacks as many as 30 

Is democracy a luxury? Should we 
continue our present program of In
dustrialization? Try to condense all 
the material available on these topics 
into a seven minute speech! However, 
being in the Debating Club does not 
mean all work and frustration. Picture 
if you will, the fun of trying to prove 
that HAMBURGERS ARE A THREAT 
TO CIVILIZATION or that THE ERUP
TION OF MOUNT ST. HELEN WAS A 
COMMUNIST PLOT. 

At UVIC, USAFA, and McGill, a basic 
group of avid parliamentarians under
took to define terms, Impliment bills 
and resolve resolutions, all as a part of 
the competitive debating process. 
Thinking on their feet and arguing log
ically, the team placed relatively well, 
even In the face of stiff competition, 
and had a lot of fun and travel In the 
process. Overall, the team averaged 
about 50-50, wlnsllosses, per round of 
debate. 

The team started out untried, but 
through practise and effort, valuable 
experience was gained. Now only the 
task of refining and honing the ac
quired oratorical skills remains. 

cadets have showed interest in mastering this fine art. 
Such dances as the Waltz, the Cha-Cha, and the Jive 
were studied and the class progressed very well. Special 
credit and a tip ofthe pillbox goes to Mr. Yamashita for his 
fine work in arranging the lessons, transportation, and 
meals. 
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The Military Christian Fellowship was involved in several activities this past year. 
Weekly meetings were conducted by group members who discussed the Bible's point of 
view on many controversial subjects, and guest speakers were invited throughout the 
year to talk on topics such as Bible prophecy, Christianty's view of the military, and the 
Afghanistan/Middle East situation. Aside from our own activities, the club was also 
involved with the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship at the University of Victoria. We 
participated in their Thursday night meetings and many special events, including 
seminars, coffee houses and weekend trips up island. 

MCF 
Left to right: S. Sibbald , P. 
Sugden, K. Bokovay, G. Parkin
son, B. Gillies, S. Spence, J. 
Lowe, S. MacDonald, G. Bra
ganca. 

SCRIBLERUS 
CLUB 

Left to right: P. Sugden, J. Lowe, S. Moors, J. Pedde, D. Roberts, D. Daly, R. Corradini, B. Gogus, S. Warsza, S. 
MacDonald. 
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The Scriblerus Club 
has had a very good year 
with club attendance up 
over last year. In the first 
semester club members 
attended the play "AUTO
MATIC PILOT" and the very 
popular Christmas ballet 
"THE NUTCRACKER". 

A highschool produc
tion of the play "GREASE" 
drew a good number of 
supporters from the col
lege, as did the show put 
on by Rolf Harris at U. Vic. 
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SHOOTING 
CLUB 

Front Row: Dave Wu, Brian Bailey, John 
Lowe, Dan Daly, Chris Chorny. Rear Row: 
Tom Fowler, Fred Bigelow, Andrew Bryan, 
Ted Giraldeau, Ray Daust. 

The Shooting Club began the year with a bad omen, when we placed second in the annual competition 
for the Harry Hodgeson Trophy, after three years of domination. Then the range was temporarily closed 
due to renovations of the Mess was not lost as the club managed to compete in the D.C.R.A. Winter Postal 
Match. The remainder of the year was spent in completing the crossed rifle and pistol awards and in 
organizing the Wing Small Arms competition which was won by Cartier Flight. The pistol and rifle crowns 
were won by OCdt. Bailey and OCdt. Chorny respectfully. The end of the year was concluded with two 
challenge matches, one against the Victoria Game & Fish Club and the other was against a team from CFB 
Chilliwack. 

The club will make the transition to representative team status next year and will be outfitted with new 
pistols and rifles. With a small nucleus staying next year, the team should enjoy a very satisfying year in 
81-82. 

CAMERA 
CLUB 

Left to right: B. J. Gillies, R. S. Mac· 
Donald , D. F. Smith, S. H. Warsza, J. 
A. Pedde, l. l. Embleton, C. S. War· 
die. 

This was an excellent year for the Camera Club. With the valuable assistance of our club 
advisor, Mr. Len Watling, the club prospered to unprecedented numbers. The club's purpose 
Is to give the opportunity for cadets to develop their skills in photography by providing 
materials, equipment, and skilled instruction. Films were developed by the cadets them
selves with the majority of the pictures being used for the LOG or the Tricorn. Next year the 
club would like to start into colour photography, something which very much interests many 
of the cadets here. This would be done gradually over a number of years as the cost of the 
basic equipment is prohibitive. With much potential for next year, the Camera Club will indeed 
be even more successful next year. 
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SKI CLUB 
Kneeling in front: J. E. Moloney, 
K. M. Forsythe, R. A. Harvey, J. A. 
Holden, D. P. Mulders, M. C. EI
derfield. Standing: S. G. Meyer, 
A. Z. I. Mech, M. J. Beaudette, J. 
G. Kooistra, D. B. Knight, D. G. 
Walters, F. B. Topp, M. J. Pear
son, C. A. J. Chorny, C. P. Daley, 
M. H. Batkiewicz, A. W. D. Wu, D. 
R. Downing, S. C. Sibbald, S. J. 
Newton, D. A. Harris, J. D. Lowe. 

Although snow conditions looked bleak at Christmas, Jack Frost returned during 
the New Year to provide that much needed snow for the Ski Club. With ski conditions 
next to nonexistant on Vancouver Island, the club turned their eyes to Whistler 
Mountain, getting in over five trips for a total of twelve days on the slopes. Some of the 
more memorable moments include 

- Kevin Forsythe's little ride on a brake drum. 
- Dave Knights and Dave Walters infamous head plants. 
- Mike "old man" Michaud Ski School. 
- The Mech and Armes mogul leveling team. 
- Monica and the " " stories. 
- The Brass Rail and the Mountain House. 
Many thanks to Dr. Reimer for his assistance as staff advisor. 

After a year of dormancy, the Parachute Club was re-formed again last 
fall. A four-day fall standdown trip was organized to Comox in November, 
unfortunately the time was marred by low ceilings and wind gusts. Just a 
fraction of those on the course were able to get in their jumps. 

Many enquiries were made concerning the possibilities of jumping 
around Victoria or Duncan with our College 'chutes, but we lacked a legal-size 
drop zone. 

In the spring, we changed over to UBC Skydivers at Chilliwack, and were 
able to more accurately predict imminent weather conditions. Several cadets 
got in their first jumps, running amuck in the cow patties, but nevertheless 
exhilarated by the experience. 
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PARA CLUB 
Sitting in fron t: R . S . MacDo nald , R. 
Kosierb. Standing: D. Smith, D. N. Camp
bell, B . I. Gogus, J . P. Charest, P. H. 
Schmidt, A. W. D. Wu, M. H. Pleasants, J. S. 
S. Picard , P. J. Sugden, C. A. J. Chorny, R. 
B. MacLennan, S. J. Mcintyre. 



TRICORN 
STAFF 

Front Row : Martin Adamson, Don 
Himmelman, Clint Burnham, Chris 
Gagnon. Rear Row: Mike Beaudette, 
Chris Wykurz, John Nisbet, Craig 
King. 

MAGIC 
CLUB 

Left to right: Dave Harris, Andy Paulus, 
Mike Rozak, Sinclair Ross. 

In its first year of operation the RRMC Magic Club has 
provided Its members with the opportunity to learn the neces
sary skills to perform In any aspect of the Art that they so desire. 
During the year Dr. Gilliland, our resident conjurer, has In
structed us In card manipulation, sleight of hand, ventriloquism, 
mind reading, and production magic. His efforts have resulted In 
some members developing sufficient skills to perform a chil
dren's magic show. However, the time required for practice has 
prevented the development of a major routine a la Harry Black
stone Jr. But beware, by next year we may have discovered a way 
to make the peacocks disappear! 
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SECOND SEMESTER 



MILITARY TRAINING WEEK 





II 

ADVENTURE 
TRAINING 

WEEK 



HIBBARD 
CUP 

Event 
5 Mile Run 
Soccer 
Volleyball 
Basketball 
Whaler Race 
TOTAL WINS 
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RRMC 
W 
W 
W 
W 
L 
4 

Venture 
L 
L 
L 
L 
W 
1 



EX-CADET 
WEEKEND 

40 yrs. ago early in 1941, HMCS Royal 
Roads was commissioned as a naval 
officer training establishment. The 
weekend of February 20-22, 1981 was a 
double celebration at RRMC. As well 
as the official commemoration of the 
fortieth anniversary of the formation of 
the college, it was an opportunity for 
many former cadets of the college to 
visit, observe, and compare. Among 
these visitors was retired Captain (N) 
J. M. Grant, the first Commandant of 
the college from 1942-46. Captain 
Grant took the march past of the ex
cadets during the Sunday Comman
dant's parade. 



CHIEF OF DEFENCE STAFF 
VISITS ROYAL ROADS 

122 
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THE LOG -1950 

LA SALLE FLIGHT 
RAMSEY MUIR WITHERS 

Educated: Scarboro Collegiate Institute. 
Home: Toronto : 
Service: Army. 
"Rams" came all the way from Toronto to see if the Rockies really 

were higher than Scarboro Bluffs - they were. He stayed to show the 
Cadets the beauty of the music of Weinberger and Khachaturian. 

A grand entertainer, Ramsey has kept us laughing at his imita
tions in the gunroom. The "B.B.C." drama produced at each dance or 
bali by Peacock and Withers has become one of the chief attractions 
of these functions. Being thus interested in "Colonies" , and other 
territories. Ramsey was elected last year as a Junior member of the 
International Relations Club and has served well this year as Presi
dent. His photographic ability has been also recognized by his elec
tion as Secretary-Treasurer of the Camera Club. This executive ability 
plus great spirit on the playing fields has resulted in Ramsey's appoint
ment as a Flight Leader for Christmas. 

A keen signaller (in site of R.C. Sigs' many northern outposts.) 
Ramsey intends to make the Army his career. He will thus spend the 
nex1 two years at Kingston . Godspeed, Rams! 

I.S.w. 
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WING SWIM MEET 

The Wing Swim Meet was a great success this year as 
four records were broken, out of the eleven different races. 
Vince Farmer set two new records In the 50 metre Butterfly 
and the 50 metre Freestyle, with 26.15 and 24.01 respec
tively. George Pankiw broke the old 200 Freestyle record 
with 2.01.42. The fourth record broken was the Medley Re
lay, by the 1 Squadron team, the good time of 1.55.68, adding 
to their squadron victory. 



WING WRESTLING FINALS 

For this year 's Wing Wres
tling Competition, cadets were 
sorted into one of the twelve 
weight categories. CompetI
tion was fierce in all of the cate
gories with very few quick 
pins, most of the victories 
going into the second round 
and being won by points. For 
the second year in a row, Hud
son flight handily took the tro
phy and cake, thanks to the 
many good wrestlers in the 
flight. The trophy for the best 
wrestling skills and most 
sportsmanlike conduct was 
presented to OCdts. Dave Hir
ter and Cliff Wardle. Thanks 
goes out to Mr. Ed Ashmore 
who came to referee the finals. 



JUNIOR-SENIOR DAY 

On Friday, March 6, 1981, the Junior cadets of 
Royal Roads found out what It Is like to be Senior 
cadets, and they Immediately set about to refresh the 
real seniors' memories of " Rookdom". Noteable 
events Included all of Cartier flight's quasi-Juniors 
being on charge, a surprise rifle Inspection during 
lunch, and the third and fourth year classes forming 
up for PT. It was a fun filled day for all. 
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TALENT SHOW 
The first annual Royal Roads Talent Show 

was a smashing success. The ridiculous sit
uation of Junior-Senior Day set the comical air 
in which the Talent Show would follow. Acts 
such as "Max Flex," "Shooting of Dan 
McGraw", and the "Royal Roads Opera", kept 
the crowd on the Quarter-Deck in constant 
laughter, with sober relief being provided by 
acts such as the "Dixieland Band" and Mark 
Elderfield's "Guitar Solo". It was an evening of 
outstanding entertainment. 

Duh sun she shines over old Royal Roads. 
Duh birds are singing and so are duh toads. 
Dere are Cadets dat are so keen 
Dey have more uniforms than you 've ever seen. 
You can get bars if you make duh grade. 
But if you don 't ders always charge parade. 
You get inspected by Dapper Dan 
And over your body he will certainly scan. 
The flag goes down by the parade square 
The CDS is standing there. 
Oh my God it's upside down 
It's time for Chester to blow this town. 
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13207 
Iroquois Falls, Ontario 

Oaly, D. G. ANAV 
P&O 

"Dapper Dan the Man". hailing from a little known spot in Ontario, descended on 01 ' RR four years ago, 
Champ flight to be exact, and has managed to stay here and faithful to one flight only all four years . a rather 
remarkable achievement for this term. 

Dan has enjoyed a full four years, with the occasional swan thrown in now and again (like France), and has 
had his share of bars , working from dreaded CSC to dreaded CWTO. During one memorable rook term, it 
became a common occurrence to hear his hoarse bellow up and down Champ halls as he drove his rooks. 

As outside interests, Dan has kept up his shooting, attaining his crossed rifles and crown, an unusual award 
for an Airnav, and has managed to keep his 97 lb. weakling body in clubs form , mainly through intense workouts 
at the Colwood. 

Never one to drive himself academically more than necessary, Dan emerged from a brilliant second year 
(only 4 supps!) to submerge into the general P&O schedule, and thence accumulate more spares in one 
semester than most people see in their lives, except for one notably idle Frenchman. You could oiten hear Dan 
humming "sooner or later you'll go general" to his more academically inspired buds, especially during heavy 
'Dancing Jack' days! 

Counting the days till Grad, Dan is anxious to get back to Winnipeg with Peach and Harry for his Airnav 
training . Good luck Dan, and watch out for the SeaThings! 

13223 Harris, D. A. ANAV 
Toronto, Ontario P&PO 

"Harry" is an amazing person. He can be a very serious person (even too mUCh) or a real joker on other 
occasions. Saying that he is a perfect student with 2nd class honours would not describe him at all. 

Dave is easy to describe in two words : sports and socials . Playing in the First Rugby and the Rep Hockey 
Teams is something that he enjoyed. His sportmanship made him very popular here. 

Socializing is his favorite hobby, especially with a lady like Laurel (his fiance). He is the typical gentleman to 
involve himself with the College activities. Don't try to find him when there is nothing going on Saturday night, "Lo" 
strikes again and our CMC K-det is gone to Vancouver. And what a guy to joke and fool around with but, if you 
want to stay alive, don't make jokes about "Lo". 

As first slate CWSO. He took his role seriously and made sure that the gym was not what it looks like, a barn. 
And what a "shaft" for him on that USAFA trip. Now as CSL#2 during the second slate, he has demonstrated his 
ability to work with someone special , his "boss". 

His easy going nature and typical air force quality as a crud player will help David to be a successful ANAV. 
Good luck in all your future travels, and in the future Harris family. 
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13239 
Sudbury, Ontario 

Laplante, M. A. MARS 
P&PO 

Having spent four years here at the ranch Double-R, Mike is in a firm position to answer the question: If you 
could do It all over again , would you? (Replies Mike with a smile upon hiS lips and a song in hiS heart, "Hell no! ") 

Mike's renowned aloofness have led some people to believe that he's pretty vain and conceited but actually 
he IS Without fault. (Really, he IS - he told us so himself.) 

Truth be known he's Just plain strange! Oft times one could walk into his room to the sound of gulls and surf 
coming out of hiS stereo and the aroma of coconut oil In the air to see Mike In bathing suit and sunglasses flopped 
out under his sunlamp and Sipping on a Perrier. 

When it comes to sports, he can astoundingly adapt to any sport with the same degree of inability. His 
hobbles Include cycling, photography, scuba diving, arranging secretive dinner dates with various ladies in and 
around the Victoria area, and drinking strange herbal teas. 

As CSL 1 he was a constant source of amusement , if not awe, to hiS squadron. Ever rational his typical 
reaction to being voted DCWC - "Eureka l My very own shower!" 

Mike intends to head back east for the summer where a car and several girlfriends await him. As a MARS 
type he'll be seen in these parts for awhile to come as he finishes his boat courses . 

13244 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Lowe, J. D. MARS 
P&PO 

John is perhaps the quietest member of our term, but don 't let that calm, inscrutable exterior fool you . Make a 
joke about the MCF and the "wrath of the Lord " will be upon you in no time. As you may have guessed, John is our 
resident "bible-thumper". (Sorry John, just kiddin '. ) No, seriously though, John is a relatively active member of 
the cadet wing, participating not only in the MCF and IVCF, but also in the RR scuba and shooting clubs , and as 
well , on several intramural sports teams. 

Among John 's accomplishments here at the college, he holds the dubious honour of being the first person to 
prove once and for all that jogging can indeed be harmful to your health. During a brief run on the cross-country 
course last year, he managed, somehow, to break his foot! (Actually, this was just a clever means of "deeking" 
sports for 10 months!) 

As head paper-pusher in first slate, John showed us all just how easy that job could be. Then in second 
semester, not completely self-fulfilled by this position, he took on that awesome responsibility of "Kye King", the 
head honcho of the mess. John never let a set of lunch-time announcements go by without getting his word in on 
how much we were all abusing kye. 

Upon graduation, John plans to skip out of his summer in Quebec and will instead be venturing off to 
Esquimalt where he'll, once again , be learning how to drive boats . 

Well John, we all wish you the very best of luck with all your future endeavors, and may the good grace of the 
Lord be with you always. (I fig ured you'd like that religious ending!) 

13260 
Hespeler, Ontario 

Overton, M. K, INF 
P&PO 

OV came to Roads from the sprawling metropolis of Hespeler, Ontario (near Pus linch). He has been in 
Lasalle, Hudson, and finally decided his niche in the Wing was in Cartier halls . He has had too many bar positions 
to name them all , though VCWPMC, CWA, CSL #1 , and CWC come most readily to mind. He played Rep Soccer, 
and stunned us all when he went out for the Rugby team in the second semester of fourth year. While it's still not 
entirely clear what he'll do in the infantry with an Oceanography degree, we're sure he'll figure out some 
relationship between the two. 

II a fait beaucoup de progres en fran9ais depuis son arrivee au college ; il a meme me rite un voyage en 
France en troisieme annee. In addition , he's also deking post-grad SLT because of his course dates - and they 
say infanteers are slow! 

As head honcho (CWC) Matt had to keep his eyes on the Wing and Four Squadron as well , with one person 
of special interest. When told that Roads was not exactly the Real World , our intrepid grunt planned a Christmas 
trip to check out the rumour - he went to Disneyland! 

Matt has fallen in love with Victoria (among other things) and plans to return to 3 PPCLI after Phase IV at 
Gagenam. Good Luck from all of us, even though we know you won't need it! 
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12855 
SI. Jean, Quebec 

Perron, J. A. R. ANAV 
P&PO 

Robert est venu du College MIIItaire Royate de St. Jean I'annee passee et depuis qu'il est arrive II Royal 
Roads II a toulours seme la discorde. Non, t'alluste fait un blague. Seriously though , Robert has In many ways 
opened our eyes to many aspects of college life here at RR which none of us ever realized before ; for example , he 
Initiated the Corn BOil , dancing lessons, JUniors' Day, and the Talent Show. As well , he proved, as CWPMC, that it 
is Indeed possible to hold a Mess meeting In less than half an hour, which, by the way, is a college record . 

Robert, or "Peach", as we all call him, is indeed a special person here at RR. He is an extremely out·going 
and friendly individual who is liked by everyone, and IS the only guy I know who can charm the pants off any girl, 
(figuratlvely·speaking of course .) - You dog! 

On the sports field Robert is an active participant. He played many I.M. sports, as well as being on the Rep 
soccer and hockey teams, where his keen competitive drive and good sportsmanship set the example for all. 

Robert holds the crown for both the crossed clubs and swords. - A keen cadet? - Nah! It's all just a clever 
cover-up for that slack airnav character hidden beneath . Yes Robert, deep down - C'mon admit it - you're 
slack! 

All kidding aside though , you're a great friend to all, and we all wish you the very best of success in your future 
endeavors . Now to end, here's a short poem dedicated to you, Peach: 
Congratulations up 'til now, but this ain't the final leg, 
You stili have more to think about, - a bride in Winnipeg? 

13294 
Dartmouth, N.S. 

BON CHANCE, MON AMI' 

Whitney, K. J. MARS 
P&PO 

Kevin, Pooh Bear, or SPit, hails from the booming metropolis of Dartmouth, in Bluenose Country. He IS the 
one remaining true Lasalle flight member perhaps because no one else could cope with him. Throughout his 
years here at Royal Roads, he has never failed to gross out hiS seniors, Juniors, or peers. 

KeVin took the double major program and has bounded around the second class honors mark for the past 
two years. He IS an outstanding athlete who has played on the representative hockey, rugby, and wrestling 
teams. He is competitive in any sport that he plays and was voted the best athlete in third year. His bar 
positions have Included CWSO, CSL 3, CSTO, CFL, as well as CSSO. 

KeVin hopes to become a MARE officer once he does graduate. His biggest let down to date In his career so 
far was not being able to goto SI. Jean for French training after graduation . Best of luck from all in the future KeVin 
and try and stay sober. 

13290 
Victoria, B.C. 

Taylor, D. F. MARS 
P&PO 

Dave alias "the Beak" Taylor originally came to our humble establishment from the province of Manitoba, 
however his family decided to follow him, and so in the last several years Dave has become a native Victorian . 
Upon arriving here at RR Dave settled in Lasalle Flight and quickly announced his presence by winning the 
cove lied Hallowe'en Costume competion . After two years of living in those hallowed halls Dave was transferred 
to Lasalle's sister flight, Mack U, and has remained there ever since. 

Over the four years he has been here Dave has had many bar positions. This year he was the first slate CSL 
of 2 Sqn. and the second slate CWC. Dave has always been noted to be a very easy going person, but when he 
gets a nasty grin on his face you had beller watch out for the COBRA. 

Academics have not been much of a problem for the beak because he always follows his nose and it usually 
leads him to the answer. In the last two years he has hovered around the first class mark, and has only achieved it 
once (with a fudge I might add). 

Dave has always enjoyed playing sports, being a very competitive person. As the captain of the Rugby Team 
he has proven himself to be a worthy competitor. Dave has only managed to gain a couple of awards in the last 
four years . One of these awards was the prestiglous(???) 400 club, which he promptly lost the next P.T. test. The 
other award was, of course, the academic star. 

Dave wishes to become a MARS officer, so with a lot of luck, hard work, and some browning, he should make 
the cut. Best wishes and good luck in the future Dave. 
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13979 
Calgary, Alberta 

Adamson, M. S. MARS 
Engineering 

As a charter member of Cartier"s Pit team, Martin's motto throughout first and second year has been: " I 
came, I saw, I slept ... As a renowned pursuer of the REM stage, Martin will always be remembered for going to 
sleep in first year chemistry and waking up in second year Thermo. A vast wealth of "artsman" genius was tapped 
during his first slate as the Editor of the Tricorn, however he is now a solid scientist, still undecided on whether to 
become a fisherman at Roads or a microcircuit at RMC. Seriously however, Martin is well·known as the flight 
intellectual and poet laureate and (or course) our beloved second slate CFL, making him one of the senior 
second years. It is obvious that Martin was a firm believer in participation on the sports field . as is evidenced by 
his sacrifice on the Soccer pitch for Queen and Country. and many drill weekends spent in blissful sleep. "Marts" 
most outstanding characteristic however, is his gift of conversation. This ability to talk the ear off a casual 
bystander, bartender or proprietor of a "Mr. Big and Long" not only won him the Cartier flight intrepid adventurer 
award but also enabled him to sell enough advertising to put the Tricorn well in the black. Good luck in Mars, Mart , 
for we all know that you'lI have good sea legs of "leg" after Dr. Mears is through with you. 

13984 
Belleville, Ontario 

Aubin, P. M. PILOT 
FAME 

Phil , known affectionately by his friends as 'sir", was one of the more prominent members of the Cartier ·D.F.' 
club. An avid sportsman, Phil played rugby in his first year (winner of the famed Anil Award), he won events in the 
wing swim competition, and he took the heavyweight class for two consecutive years in the wing wrestling 
competition . As a result of this and his outstanding intramural performances, he saw action as our second slate 
CSSO. 

Phil's hobbies at Roads varied widely between building up his reputation as a mean disco goer, driving out to 
UVic (nothing said!), and general physical abuse. The condition of Cartier Halls will testify as to the latter. After 
graduation from RMC in '83 as yet another glorious engineer. Phil plans to spend his military career plunging to 
his death from very high places at the controls of one of our fine flying machines. Phil is sure to do well in whatever 
he puts his mind to (I mean "body", but he'lI hurt me if I don't write "mind"). We all wish him the best of everything. 
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13992 Brown, D. A. MILE 
Senneterre, Quebec COMPUTER ENG. 

Dwight has been a notabte member of Cartier Flight for the past two years . Due to his frail health and shy 
manner (something like that of a Mack Truck in heat) he has had to forego many of the more aggressive sports, 
finally settling on volleyball as the outlet of his aggressive tendencies . Although sometimes demonstrating a 
fondness for acorns and climbing trees, Dwight has nonetheless shown himself to be willing to help his fellow 
creatures in times of need. He was only an honorary member of the Cartier Flight D.F. Club as amazingly enough 
he actually did some real work. Dwight was also the proud mother of a bouncing baby Datson truck (otherwise 
known as the Cartier Flight Taxi), and many the package owe the deliverance to him. 

In the future, Dwight hopes to build bridges for the Infantry to blow up, in the glorious Mile trade. Good luck in 
the future . 

14037 
Sarnla, Ontario 

Knight, G. S. PILOT 
ENGINEERING 

To a casual observer, Scott may seem to be a very abnormal second year: polite, well dressed, does not 
sleep in class, does his homework. But on closer inspection the error becomes obvious. Scott is a typically 
sleepy and 3·days-behind Cartier second year. In fact Scott is a veritable hero of the REM phase and during our 
less scintillating classes has been frequently found curled up in a spare corner of his briefcase. One of Scott's 
most notable characteristics is his inherent streak of masochism which manifests itself every Sunday upon the 
Rugby field where he encounters terrible pain and misery. Apart from evading hulking 300 pound Rugby players, 
Scott has also proven to be remarkably able at eluding the red maple leaf. As our staunchest Anglophone he has 
brilliantly resisted the efforts of countless French professors. Although a hard working CSC Scott still had time to 
pursue a vast number of interests including Scuba diving, flying , and Ihe elite Kostas drinking team. 

A future ''Ace'' of the skies, Scott is eagerly looking forward to his next two years at RMC where he will 
continue to brilliantly derive the most complicated formulae from the simplest of polgons. We wish you the best 
Scott, but we're sure that as long as you have your VISA card you'll never be wanting for B-52's of friends like us. 

14028 Hoyle, D. G. ARTY 
Toronto, Ontario ARTS 

Doug Hoyle (Hoylie) is a very active band rat, being a member of the marching band (notably, first slate 
DCBM) and one of the organizers of it's Royal Roads Dixieland Band, which was a success at the first annual 
Royal Roads Talent Show. 

Doug is an active member of the Rep Sailing Team, and a participant in 1M's especially in ball hockey where 
his presence contributes greatly to Cartier Flight's wins , or lack there of! 

Doug is planning to attend third year at RMC studying the glorious subject (that he always complains about), 
Commerce. 

Good luck Doug in your future plans and may the band be with you . 

14074 
Liverpool, N.S. 

Roberts, D. ARMD 
ARTS 

Darren (Dawen) arrived at Royal Roads from the booming metropolis of Liverpool, Nova Scotia, a place 
where codfish is the currency and they talk real funny. He spent an active first year as part of the Cartier Keen 
Machine where he also established himself as a formidable goaltender in almost any sport. Darren's main claim 
to fame in first year was that he was the shortest person in the wing . 

During his second year at RR, Woberts took over the helm of the Scriblerus Club and established himself as 
active member of the Gamma Ray Club. His perfection of his pitting technique and habit of never doing his 
homework will come in handy as he intends to remain at Royal Roads for a shot at Military Studies. Darren will 
eventually be commissioned as an Armoured Officer but only when he grows up! 

Darren says he hates engineers, homework, and tall people (I would think), but I am sure that he will 
overcome these drawbacks someday and I am positive that he will be successful in all of his future endeavors. 
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14086 
Misslssauga, Ontario 

Stewart, D. H. D. LOG 
ENG MANG 

Dean came to this haven of gentlemen from a pnvate school. where he took all his classes In French I In spite 
of this we all managed to end up liking him. We were all told in Rook Term his stay would be a short one. but due to 
a number of factors (RETP. no where else to go) he's still around. 

A beloved member of the Cartier Flight Rep Rack Squad. Dean has also proved proficient at many other 
things. A blue maple leaf of course. solid 400 Club member. and one of the flight's best 1M hockey players . 

Heretofore a rather shy sort. since arriving at Roads he has become an accomplished weekend party goer. 
even to the ideal of being "Drill God" keen the next morning. These extraordinary efforts on the Parade Square 
eamed him a second slate CSC position. 

Dean is off to Ontario for 3rd year to continue persuing his ultimate goal. (going home on weekends). and 
maybe work on his ENG MOOSE degree. Destined to be one of the premier combat log officers in the entire 
world , everyone wishes Dean nothing but good. 

13999 
Surrey, B.C. 

Chorny, C. PILOT 
P&PO 

During his first two years at Royal Roads, Chris developed quite a reputation for himself ; however, bad things 
don't look good in a write-up. All kidding aside, Chris emerged - at least in his own mind - as Royal Roads' 
premier hockey star. After a first year spent emitting positive vibes to his barmen (thus a minimum of corrections), 
he returned from New France to a first slate CSC position. The sharp creases, debonair moustache and a touch 
of sadistic pleasure in the conduct of inspections made him the terror of Cartier halls along with his alter ego, the 
"Log" Yamashita. Divine inspiration caused Chris to break rabble from the band and join the disciplined ranks of 
the Guardsmen. However, the CMC "deke" was still a common word used in connection with Chris, as his flying 
trips (consisting mainly of TGIF's at American Airbases) enabled him to miss several parades. Owning a golden 
"tank" for a car, he was not above bribes for driving "buds" to Victoria. Extremely good natured, his biggest 
complaint at Roads was about six-foot-five inch third years . 

Chris plans to extend his keenness for another two years at Roads, concentrating on the academically 
demanding P&PO Degree program. One can only say "GOOD LUCK" to Chris (but not too much), in his future 
career as a Crash West apprentice. 

14011 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Davidson, H. A. C. ARMD 
ENGINEERING 

Hugh Davidson, well-known gourmet and inventor of the exploding barracks box, has been an invaluable 
member of Cartier flight lor these last two years. Included high on his list of contributions to the college life, just 
beneath his stereo, is the time and effort he put towards being a band member. Also amongst his interests was an 
amazing fondness in skiing and going down, divin I mean. In this last regard he managed to attain his scuba 
bronze award. In his military life Hugh hopes to be the proud driver of a lead taxi (more commonly known as a 
tank.) 

Hugh was probably the hardest studier in Cartier last year and for the early part of this year; after all what else 
could he be doing all study hours alone in his room. I never could figure out how he read with the lights out though. 
The best of luck Hugh, and after 10 years in the military employing the Peter principle, you're bound to make 
general. 

14019 Gallagher, E. P. INF 
North Vancouver, B.C. ARTS 

Little does the free world suspect that within Cartier Flight's quiet halls lives a modern day Karl Marx. 
(Second Years of the Wing unite! You have nothing to lose but your chains). Ed's manifestos have covered 
everything from combat hypnosis to his reactions to College discipline. Yet despite his reactionary leanings, Ed is 
very popular. A connaisseur of the unbaked cookie, he and his weekly CARE packages are praised and eaten 
throughout the hallway. In first slate, Ed was the terrifying CSTO 1 who we all feared ; little did we know that 
beneath that exterior was the sports spaz we have come to know and abuse. We shall all remember Ed 
screaming 'BONUS' as he just made the magic 400 and got his clubs . A future Infanteer, Ed hopes to spend at 
least part of his summer jumping out of perfectly serviceable aircraft, then return to Roads for a Mil Stud degree. 
Good luck Ed, and remember : "Sex is Dead" (Philosophy 301). 
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14089 
Bridgewater, N.S. 

Toomey, J. P. MILE 
ENGINEERING 

John came to Royal Roads after a summer of fun and frolic in the all girl platoon at Chilliwack, where he spent 
much of his time "relaxing " in the mess. John's initial impressions of Roads were quite unfavourable, but amongst 
periods of doubt and depression he vowed he would finish the year. A gifted athlete John quickly rose to stardom 
on the college basketball team and was top scorer in his second year. Into John's life however, was to come a 
disastrous change ; into his wild and carefree life came a woman, Rebecca, who transformed the mighty 
"Toomer" into a mild and courtly gentleman. John quickly adopted some of the older college traditions ; a deep 
and tender affection for the pit, a founding member of the Cartier Flight Rack Team in classes, and a heavy 
addiction to Kye. John came to Roads sporting an excellent academic record but his ability to rationalize time 
spent doing other things has provided him with many sleepless nights in exam routine. Some terms which might 
raise cringes from John are : "Keen", "Parades", "Assignments", and "Drill". It's off to RMC next year for John with 
great hopes and ambitions, but guess who's going with him? 

14101 
Victoria, B.C. 

Woods, S. P. V. MILE 
CIVIL ENG. 

Steve spent the first semester of his second year as an "idle" second year, his time being spent on a little 
homework, some kit , and much time in the J.C.R. taking in some gamma rays. But idleness did not continue to 
reign and as second semester rolled around he found himself in charge of his "idle" second year buds, as DCFl. 
Suffering from gamma ray withdrawal , he went out and blew some bucks on an ''Apple'' home computer. Alas, 
Steve was no longer seen in the familiar senior hang out spots, as he became enmeshed in wild computer games 
and other mysterious schemings. 

Third year will see Steve at R.M.C. bagging the books in Civil Engineering. He wanted to stay at Roads, 
where he was known for dekeing off to home in Oak Bay every chance he got or perhaps swooning the ladies at 
TIffany's. Oh well , one has to leave home sometime. 

13983 
Burlington, Ontario 

Atwood, R. W. J. MARE 
ENGINEERING 

Rick and his little monkey arrived at Roads with mixed reservations. He went through his first year at RR with 
the casual attitude of his "sea" training. 

However his second year was different. Becoming the President of the Auto Club, this "grease monkey" took 
a few months to get his car rolling. His wheels soon found a path to the RJH (ask a certain nurse!), as well as to the 
wharf for some diving. 

Being a fish , Rick swam for the rep. and I.M. waterpolo teams and was a key ingredient in their success. His 
constant hard work academically ("What!, Another phone call! ") usually terminated at 2230 every night with a 
quick "- it!, Who cares!". Unfortunately his little monkey friend didn't always help. 

Rick plans to make a career out of the Navy (Swab those decks!) and his next two years in the CMC system 
will be in Kingston . The best of luck Rick! 
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13899 
Toronto, Ontario 

Batklewlcz, M. H. AERE 
ENGINEERING 

"Batman" was able to adjust to life at roads with no problems and was often heard going into raptures 
explaining to his buds how much he loved the life here. In first year Mark was often found slaving over his books. 
and was rewarded with second class honours. At SLT, with no homework to be done, Mark found so much time on 
his hands that he took a SCUBA course 10 avoid boredom. He enjoys diving so much that he didn 't have to be 
asked twice to organize the SCUBA club trip to San Francisco. He plans on going to RMC neX1 year and has been 
heard muttering things about diving in the Carribean. In his second year at RR Mark was a terror to the rooks who 
had to report to him. He heard so many versions of his name that he considered changing it to Smith or Jones. In 
the second slate Mark gave up these ideas and became known instead as DCFL Fraser. All the best Mark and 
maybe someday people will find out that it's bat-kay-vitch and not bat-kew-ics. 

14001 Clark, M. F. J . MILE 
Ottawa, Ontario ENGINEERING 

When Mark Clark first appeared in the flight halls (sometime during rook term, we're not sure!), we were 
amazed at his ability to "hold that yuck". In fact, even now we are not sure if he is good for anything else. But Mark 
soon turned out to be one of the greatest mental enigmas to flatulate in these halls. It was Clark who used the 
Nernst Eqn. to derive the correct amount of "Magic Mist" to apply to his gaitors to maintain that "football " grain. 

Mark worked steadily through 1 st yr., strangely leaving social endeavors behind to excell in academics and 
sports, and more strangely continued this into 2nd yr. As an "interesting" CSC, 1st slate, Mark and his bag of 
suckers congratulated many a rook for breaking "those stupid rules" . Mark also started as Scuba Club pres. but 
resigned when he found that it interfered with his laundry. (By the way, Mark's books, "To Catch a (Laundry) Thief" 
and "Laundry Room Strategy and Tactics", will be published soon). 

But along with these traits, Mark was an excellent wrestler and soccer player; a good addition to aIlI.M.'s. If 
not for else , his ability to bring one to laughter, with no apparent effort, endeared him to us all. 

Good Luck, Oh Lobeless One! 

14003 Copplcus, R. F. PILOT 
Moosomln, Saskatchewan APPLIED SCIENCE 

Reg, commonly known as "Corpse" to his buds, came to RRMC and was extremely upset when he found out 
that Dungeons and Dragons was not a degree course. Undaunted by this bad news Reg could still be found 
playing at almost any chance he had. Not only a games player, he was not content to leave the social scene 
untouched and his success as a cassanova was witnessed by the increase in shotgun sales in the local area. He 
plans to stay at RR and his summer training includes training for his third attempt at the obstacle course. Reg is 
looking forward to haunting Fraser's hallowed halls in the next two years, and may good luck follow you always, 
Reg! 

14004 Cox, S. J. PILOT 
Port Coquillam, B.C. P&PO 

Stu comes from Port Coquitlam, a town that has produced heroes such as Terry Fox. Although a very 
modest guy, Stu has managed to wear out at least five mirrors since his arrival at RR. 

Earning his cross clubs in his first year and excelling in all sports, he was a sure candidate for the position of 
CSA upon his arrival back in September of 'BO. 

In his other activities, he get his kicks out of playing on the rep. soccer team, and he also enjoys working 
under pressure, which is the main reason he joined the scuba club and became a diver. Likewise, Coxy manages 
to give the post office a lot of business by being a member of the CAS I club. 

He owns a Ford Maverick and has received a citation from the Energy Conservation Board for vehicle 
preservation. With the entire effort of Fraser's 2nd years, the "coxmobile" has logged at least 10 miles this year. 

Stu plans to remain at RR with a P&PO degree in mind. He also hopes to soar high and fast as a future pilot. 
Two more years of him at RR will definitely do wonders for the college's reputation . 
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14014 
Amherst, N.S. 

Downing, D. R. MARS 
B.A. (COMMERCE) 

This proud Easterner has always done his best to exemplify the typical image we all have of Nova Scotians. 
Despite the fact that women continuously frustrate his amourous advances, Dave is determined to make the 
social scene. Liquid courage has undoubtedly been part of the problem. 

On the serious side. Dirtbomb has always done his best in Fraser's gilded halls. Known for being early for 
drill (3 days early). Dave has also participated well in college events . No doubt his collection of good chits will 
attest to this fact. Credit for his survival of Chilliwack, Rook Term, and second slate CSC bars must be awarded to 
his weekly reading of the "Amherst Daily News". 

Dave. when not finding an excuse for racking . is a strong participant on the 1M soccer, ball hockey, and 
broom ball teams. He was also on the rep hockey team but he had to take a backseat to some of the brighter stars. 
He was also on the rep archery team as well as a member of the messing committee . 

Dave is truly determined to graduate despite his bumbling efforts . Mars is his calling though he would like to 
be a Sea Log where his forthcoming commerce degree from RMC will be of use to him. Good luck to you Dave 
and you can be sure that the college will never be the same without you . 

14021 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Glraldeau, E. A. INF 
ARTS 

One gloomy night in the italian slums in Ottawa, "Combat Ted" was conceived thanks to Luigi. After a 
punishing summer. and wild bashes (and even gashes) at MOlly's, Ted managed to maintain his status as the 
College's token French Wop who was illiterate in both of these tongues. 

Ted's military background is extensive as he served in Cubs, Sea Scouts, Cadets, Militia, and now Mil. Col. 
Ted is the only fellow I know that sweet-talked the Forces into giving him C.D. credit time for Cubs and Scouts. 
Thus, it was no surprise that Ted earned his crossed swords and claimed the first slate position of DCFL. 

Although Ted is not a member of any College team, his athletic talents should not be discredited. Ted is a 
definite asset to the flight 1M's, a star in track and field , he occasionally runs for the X-Country Team, and he also 
holds membership in the elitist 450 Club (thanks to his intensive training program, no doubt). 

As for academics, Ted maintains a solid second class honours but unfortunately he will waste his abilities 
and stay at Roads in the new Arts program. Terrible Ted, a Mil. Stud through and through, just cannot bear to 
leave D.B, behind. Good luck Ted and happy grunting. 

14025 
Guelph, Ontario 

Hawkins, D. R. MILE 
ENG 

The friendly face of Mr. 'No Probs' shone brightly in Fraser Flight halls for the past two years. As well as 
participating in the civilian side of Royal Roads, 'Deking Doug the Stud ' immersed himself heavily in the 'F' troop 
sports scene, Aside from playing I.M. soccer, waterpolo and ball hockey, ie. hawkey, the Hawk deked his way out 
of many a training weekend as a member of the rep. volleyball team. 

But seriously folks, Doug has maintained a solid academic standing and a personally keen appearance. His 
out-going, flambuoyant attitude has earned him the reputation as a Real Relaxed Dude. 

As Doug heads into the sunrise for engineering 'moose' management at RMC, he truly can say, ('I 'm so 
happy'), "I'm History". 

14045 Legot!, M. A. MARE 
Elle, Manitoba P&PO 

'Legs' Legoff - basketball playmaker . , . great lover (ask Jeanette) motocrosser extraordinaire 
(especially with no insurance, licence, etc.) , . , the social giant (avoiding the irritations of leave restrictions, 
leaving RR never touching doors or roadways , or found entertaining in the 'Hotel Legoff'), Mike was a busy guy, 

Unfortunately for Mike, Cadwins did not recognize his eccentricities, so as a white and blue flash, Mike 
graced the cicle periodically, Although not a paragon of keeness, Mike developed many sympathies in the radical 
factions of the wing , 

Good luck to you Mike; never take 'NO' for an answer, but give a good excuse when you get caught. 
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14047 
Ottawa, On1arlo 

Lewis, B. D. AERE 
MECH ENG 

Bnan's first mistake was believing the recruiter when he said that curling was a classification In the forces. 
Though disapPOinted with the truth, Lewie nevertheless decided to stay, much to the benefit of the college, Since 
he skipped the school team to the Totem championship in his first year. 

While not on the ice, Brian spent most of his spare time with Sherri. Since the break up of that romance 
though, Brian has been searching for a girl who he can finally dance cheek·to·cheek with (and I always thought 
that dancing with tall girls was fun !). 

Despite Brian's habit of catching 40 (minute) winks in every class, he still managed to attain second class 
honors. He surprised us all by getting first slate CSSO (even Skur beat him in the Wing Cross·Country), but he did 
a fine job of whipping the rooks and himself into shape. 

Brian will be off to RMC next year to take Mech Eng and to woo the girls at Queens. So good luck Brian. and 
may your life be full of 'eight-enders: 

14054 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Maddison, S. A. ARMD 
ARTS 

This year Steve outdid himself in winning the coveted crossed canes and cast award. Unfortunately this 
ended his chances of continuing with the rep soccer team. Despite this, Steve Bud has always maintained an 
avid interest in sports of all kinds, easily becoming the flight's stats king . 

In the second semester Steve rose to the position of CSC. However, his rooks found it difficult reporting to 
him at Vic General. This enforced period of idleness has not dampened his Mil Stud hopes. 

Although he tried Steve never escaped the stigma of "Sweet Lips". This dashing young cavalry officer took 
the name in stride, as he did all the other abuse thrown at him by the mil col system. 

When he could find the time Steve participated in the Wargaming club. Despite his protests he even learned 
to enjoy D & D style games. Steve's only regret over the past two years has been that he never learned to make a 
bed quick enough, especially at three in the morning. 

Steve plans to return next year and is determined to play goalie again for the soccer team. Although he has 
many obstacles ahead of him Steve has the determination to surmount them. Have fun Steve, in whatever you 
do, and remember the words of the CDS, "'I've seen better and I've seen worst, but not much!" 

14078 Rogers, L. G. MILE 
St. Albert, Alberta CIV ENG 

After arriving from St. Albert (St. who?), Lee found Roads to be "Right On". Instantly his keen machine was 
put into gear and has yet to grind to a halt. An all around athlete, nothing but a 100% effort was put into I.M. sports 
and rep. wrestling, which had a tendency of rubbing off on his fellow team mates. 

There has been little difference this year as well. A first slate CSC, his baritone and booming voice landed 
him the dubious honor of second slate CSTO. Rep. wrestling has taken up much of his time, but he has still found 
time to go camping and touring on Vancouver Island. 

Unfortunately, R.A. will lose this "military" man. This summer will be devoted to blowing up bridges and 
buildings, and tieing ropes; and next September will see our "sapper" knocking down the gates of R.M.C. We all 
wish Lee the best; Good Luck! 

13795 
Guelph, Ontario 

Skurlat, P. G. ATC 
SCIENCE 

Sumo wrestler extraordlnaire, scrum bulldozer, the Scotty Bowman of Royal Roads, acclaimed lion-hunter, 
and captain of the 275 club, Uncle Skur will be remembered! Few people possess the remarkable talents that the 
Skur has: drinking copious amounts of liquid gold without swallowing; being a "Wake-ups" junkie for five days 
straight during exam routine ; and cracking magic pads but never getting caught! 

Paul opted for the five-year plan because of devoting too much time to motorcycles. In his second first year, 
he did the dance for ten days for conspiring to deceive a commissionaire! Other notable achievements include 
becoming the first person in one squadron history to win the Jock of the Week award twice in one year, having 
several all-night room parties, and getting 180 days classes and rack only just before his last Roads' P.T. test! 

As Paul heads to Kingston for advanced Apple Sci. next year, RMC will be gaining a very BMOC. Best of luck, 
Paul! 
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14091 
North Bay, Ontario 

Vassbotn, G. T. LORE 
MECH ENG 

Upon leaving High School where he was voted most likely to gesticulate. Gary Vassbotn left the Big Apple lor 
the excitement and adventure of a military career. Gary made Royal Roads his new home and immediately 
applied himself to sleeping his way towards an engineering degree. Gary's infatuation with breastworks was 
frustrated when he was denied entrance into Mile for LORE. 

Vass is noted for his quick wit although it is sometimes too quick. He was known to freely hurl critical barbs at 
his fellow Roadents and on occasion primitive explosive devices. Although he is an easy person to get along with 
Gary's allurement to deceased persons never endeared him to the "dead man". 

If I could use just one word to describe Gary Vassbotn I'd use "unusual hair". In fact Gary was given the 
American Association of hair dressers award for uniqueness of design in the no maintainance catagory. 

Let it never be said that Gary's interests are restricted to the nocturnal pleasures. Garys diverse interests 
include reading , broomball, basketball, waterpolo, Dorthey Straten, Molsons and Frito·Lay. 

With his many attributes Gary should be able to breast any obstacles which will come his way. Break a leg. 

14104 
Toronto, Ontario 

WU,A. W. D. ARTY 
ENGINEERING 

Dave, who hails from Toronto, came to Roads a firm believer that big things come in small packages. After 
struggling a little in first year in which he found diHiculty in taking orders from a DCFL shorter than himself, he 
soon found second year so diHicult that he was unable to "rack" in most classes. 

"Wupert" was a valuable acquisition to the Fraser I.M. powerhouse and could usually he found between the 
posts in most team sports, where no one would dare venture. He also could often be found catching the rays on 
the tennis courts. Dave was also an active member of the inactive para club and joined the ranks of the 
adventurous as a member of the scuba club. He also found time now and then to shoot a few targets as a member 
of the shooting club. 

Things to remember about Dave: the corner grocery store in his bottom drawer, his search for the perfect 
glass of orange juice, three showers a day, and Pearl Harbour Day. Dave was also known to dabble in the women, 
to the point where he would receive threatening phone calls from the young lady's father. 

Dave plans on travelling to RMC and entering into the field of civil engineering and upon graduating, joining 
the Forces as a sureshot airborne artillery oHicer. His smiling face and jovial attitude will be missed in the 
hallowed halls of Fraser Flight. 

13989 
Niagara Falls, Ontario 

Beaudette, M, J. INFANTRY 
MIL. STUDIES 

Much to the delight of admirers and friends, Mike has had little diHiculty traversing the academic demands of 
RRMC (beyond the usual applications of Dean Rodney and chemistry fisti·cuHs). After a successful first year, 
and surviving the linguistic chasms of Quebec, Mike returned to RR as first slate CSC for Champlain Flight. 

Beau was quite active in sports. Besides the usual participation in inter-collegiate events, Mike used his 
running skills to earn the title of Team Captain of the Cross· Country team. He also won the crossed clubs award 
early in the year. 

Released from his weighty position of authority, Mike now pursues his love of 50's rock'n roll by adding to his 
golden oldie collection . In fact, hardly a day passes by without Mike coming up with amusingly impertinent rock 
trivia. And when he isn't busy pounding the parade square or the cross-country course, Beau is often seen 
studiously squishing ladies toes along with other members of the Dancing Club. (it seems that he isn't happy 
unless He's doing something with his feet.) 

Few people have any doubts that Mike's future eHorts will be any less successful or interesting. An aspiring 
Mil Stud, Beau hopes to become one of the lowly few of the "no pain - no gain, gravel crunching club". Cannon 
fodder future aside, Beau should prove to be quite an oHicer In the years to come. 
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14009 
North Vancouver, B.C. 

Daley, C. P. AERE 
ElEC. ENG. 

Being one of the locals, we could never figure out what brought Chris to Roads. Most 01 us come here to 
escape the climatic hardships of the east, but this is certainly not the case with Chris. He has military goals in 
mind and is one of the keener cadets of the flight. At the beginning of first year, Chris surpassed all other juniors in 
the flight with his "crossed crutches" award. After this initial achievement Chris became integrated with the rest of 
the juniors and quickly gained our admiration and respect since he was the only one in the flight who ironed pants 
by the mile . Although the basketball coach wanted him to try out for the team, Chris' calling was the sea and he 
became one of the more prominent members of the SCUBA club. (Although, we hear, he spends more time 
watching the girls on the beach than the fish in the water). A hard·core engineer, Chris spends almost as much 
time studying, (which, incidentally, paid-off with first class honours at Christmas), as putting down the more vocal 
artsmen. 

Next year Chris leaves his secure homeland and follows that ancient calling of "Go east, cadet!" It's beyond 
us how Chris will manage away from home for the first time, but he will certainly take with him all our best wishes. 

Good luck, Chris! 

14018 
Mount Nemo, Ontario 

Gagnon, C. MARS 
ARTS 

As the premier yukster, and leader, of the famous comedy team, Gringo, Works, Kinger, & Roethe, better 
known as "The Four Stooges" , Chris is always ready with a quick smile and an infecting laugh. His talents vary 
widely from his position as flight Fireman, to the creator of CMC man, to his latest achievements as Tricorn editor. 
Academically, this scholastic wizard often leaves whole questions blank as not to taint his otherwise spotless 
record and embarrasses those who have the gall to study gross amounts . Belittling others is a trait Chris works 
hard to avoid , although he does manage to satirize almost everything through his alter ego CMC man and Bud 
the peacock. Little is known of his drinking ability but he has often been seen to quaff a shot glass of beer in a 
single gulp. "Gringo" is very photogenic, and his pictures have often been commented upon in such hallowed 
places as the Saanich police department and the local post office, due to his ability to wreck hotel rooms in a 
single evening. He has the distinction of being blacklisted from such fine hotels as the Empress, the Chateau 
Frontenac, and the Chateau Laurier. His great ambition this year has been to dress his strapping 120 frame in a 
masochistic uniform - namely that of the First XV Rugby Team. This he has accomplished and Get Well cards 
from his many admirers have been greatly appreciated. 

14034 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

King, C. R. INF 
ARTS 

"King Cobra" originally hails from "the Pas" which I am told is somewhere near Lowville. Soon after arriving 
at RRMC, Craig established himself as the Champlain Flight "thinker". After a successful first·year in which he 
earned his crossed-swords and the "Best Athlete" title, Craig returned in second-year as the first slate DCFl. 

Early in second-year Craig set his eyes on the title of top artsman (big deal). To this end Craig locked himself 
in his room appearing only once or twice to inspire his faltering charges . His diligence paid-off however as indeed 
he came tops at Christmas. 

"Kingo" continued his domination of the Royal Roads sports scene by starring for the hockey and soccer 
teams. He made cameo appearances on the Rugby pitch as well as the Cross-country course . 

Craig threw a scare into us after Christmas by exclaiming, "Girls are yucky". Relief set in as we finally 
realized that Craig was merely trying to keep his new roommate on his toes( i). Unfortunately, Craig's morale took 
a dive as his favourite pastime (biting fellow artsmen en arriere) was outlawed. He vowed to "rectumfy" the 
situation and to that end, will return next year to try his hand at Military and Strategic Studies. Although you don't 
need it I'll wish you luck. P.S. - Boss shoes man! 

14040 
SI. Catha rines, Ontario 

Koolstra, S. G. INF 
ARTS 

Steve is a "Well Adjusted Demigod", coming from the wilds of St. Catharines , Ontario. Born to kill (his first 
victim was nearly his mother for he was 6 ' 3" tall at birth), Steve was quickly attracted to the infantry. Realizing , 
however, that his advancement was limited, he left the militia and came to Royal Roads. 

The Blond Bomber quickly became active in college life during his second year, being an active mountaineer 
and skier. But Steve was just as capable of the covert, as well as the overt, as can be seen by his Rep. Skylark 
Team participation . 

However, the achievements of Herr Kooistra do not end here. After achieving 2nd class honours (as an 
artsman no less) he rose to the rank of DCFL 2nd slate. It was here unfortunately that Steve's killer instincts had 
re·appeared. Destined to be a Patricia, Steve began the tedious job of usurping the CFL's power by poisoning him 
with soap flakes. Having failed to succeed at this plot though, Steve will have to wait until next year to carry a 
sword at Royal Roads. 

Remaining at Roads to take Military and Strategic Studies, Steve hopes to enhance his already keen military 
bearing. If Steve continues as he is now, he will have no problem "searching out and destroying the enemy" I B.Z. 
Scrap Iron! 
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14053 
Ottawa,Ont. 

Maclennan, R. B. MARE 
ENGINEERING 

After exlensive French Iraining al CMR as a result of ordering 'hot dogs' et 'biere' at baseball games. and 
Iravelling between CMR and his home in Ottawa. Bruce returned to RR determined to pass a physics test. One of 
Ihe Scuba clubs mosl ardent followers, he took a Scuba Bronze Course and became a dive supervisor, then went 
on the Adventure Week scuba trip to San Francisco and Monterey. While on site at Monterey he founded the rep 
body-surfing team with those immortal words. "Do we have to go back"? A member of the Parachute Club. Bruce 
was grounded before he could even get airborne. thanks to B.C.'s lovely winter weather. As business manager of 
the Log, Bruce developed a taste for plain black cars and lurking around stores in a funny blue suit. 

However, his good efforts became clouded by gloom and doom when it was discovered that he was tapping 
into the squad comm 's phone line (after hours of course). He pleaded innocence. but not forgetting 01' "Tricky 
Dicky", the incident became known in the kye rumour circuit as ROADSGATE . As a fallen angel Bruce has been 
sentenced to two years at RMC with time off for good behaviour to visit his cottage in the wilds of southern 
Ontario. Although he's taking it like a man, deep down he can't wait. Bonne Chance, Bruce, et Fais Attention . 

14055 
Toronto, Ontario 

Marinoff, G. S. lORE 
FAME 

During his two years at Roads, Geoff became known as the man on the move. In first year, Geoff honoured 
the College with his expert drumming in the band, and the college honoured Geoff with the Most Improved 
Athlete Award. 

After an "enjoyable" stay at CMR. he returned to RR to take on the responsibilities of managing the Rep. 
Basketball Team and also became the new secretary of the mess committee. However, he did not stop there . In 
his second semester. he was awarded the duties of CSC while also maintaining second class honours 
academically. Geoff's only complaint towards his busy schedule was that he didn 't have time for rugby. 

Next year Geoff plans to attend RMC to study Fuels and Materials and to catch up on two years of sleep 
which he claims the Military owes him. His unique sense of humour and his good looking sister are sure signs of 
his success in the future. 

Best of luck in all you do, Geoff! 

14065 
Gondola Pl., N.B. 

Nisbet, J. P. MARS 
ARTS 

John came to RR as one of the elite? (RETP), determined that even a 'poor boy' could become an officer. 
John's outstanding showing in the Royal Roads 1st Annual (and last) Invitational Debating Tournament in first 
year bestowed upon him the honour of becoming President of the Debating Club in second year. John 's placing in 
the debating tournament soon proved to be helpful when he began to mysteriously fail English exams at the end 
of first year. 

John was very active in sports at the college, and he was not afraid to champion lost causes (waterpolo). 
John also took up Rep Wrestling , although it is rumoured that this was only so he wouldn't have to run the cross
country on Tuesdays and Fridays. John 'Seabags' Nisbet is a confirmed NA-VY loyalist. True to the call , John 
managed to get onto the first MARS course of the summer, not to mention a clearance divers course as well. 

John was an integral member of the Scuba Club, holding the title of Activities Coordinator. This position 
allowed John to satisfy his craving for anchors and scrap lead. On the Scuba Club's trip to California, as a 
member of the Canadian West Coast Salvage Team, John became a specialist in pile-pulling . It is a skill John 
could find useful in the future when the NA-VY finds itself with more jetties than ships . Good luck John, and full 
steam ahead. 

14068 Paulus, A . E. MilE 
West Vancouver, B.C. CIVil ENG 

One Thursday night, after watching Andy stagger into the room and flop on his bed (with Van Halen cranked 
on full over his headphones and his feet'propped on his pillow), I finally discovered the true nature of this man they 
call the "Boo-Boo". It was the combination of the grin on his face and the stone-like manner with which he lay 
passed out on his rack that conveyed to me Andy's love of life. Hardly a day passed where Andy did not push his 
small wiry frame to the limits of human endurance by drinking unheard quantities of beer, listening to unprece
dented volumes of music, and sleeing for unreasonable lengths of time. Yet in pursuing these fruits of life Andy 
did manage to take off enough time to attain first class honours at Christmas, in the menial task of academics. As 
first slate CSSO, Andy's herculean body and keen interest in all types of physical exercises inspired the rooks of 
#2 squadron. When not involved with such college responsibilities Andy was seen either racking under layers of 
extra sheets (on drill weekends) or racing to make the ferry (on away weekends). 

Next year Andy continues his playboy antics at RMC where he will pursue a degree in Civil Engineering. With 
his keen interest in drill , military affairs , and physical exercise we all expect Andy to do very well. Perhaps his only 
problem at RMC will be in trying to find a pub as close to RMC as the Colwood Inn is to RR. 
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13789 Rich, D. MARE 
Innisfail, Alberta ENGINEERING 

Darren 'WA-DUH' came to RR in September 1978, and liked the military system so much that he signed up 
for the 'Five Year Plan'. That is, he loved first year so much that he did it twice. 

As a first slate CSC, Darren had his hands full whipping the 'Rooks' into shape. Then, in mid· term he 
unexpectedly found himself President of the powerful Scuba Club. His first accomplishment in that position was 
the organization of 'Golden Gate ScubEx 81'. the Scuba Club's Military Training Week trip to sunny California. 
How he managed to convince NDHQ that diving, body surfing , and lounging around in 70 degree (15 Celcius) 
weather had anything to do with the military. no one knows for sure. 

If Darren has a weakness, it is probably the word ·Statistics'. The slightest mention of the word provokes the 
use of language usually confined to the rugby pitch. 

After Grad he plans to head on down to California on his 750 (to make up for the Mil Trg trip he missed due to 
'Stats'), before heading over to NOTC for his MARS II training . 

Next year will find him at RMC studying Engineering Management (MOOSE), and shouldering the decision 
whether to take his car or his motorcycle while 'cruising ' at Queens. Good luck Darren and keep it between the 
ditches. 

14531 Jet joe, S. T. PILOT 
Moose Nose, Sask. BADM 

Known to the rooks and second years as "the funny kid with a big nose. " Snoop came to R' hot out of 
Daisyhill Prep, determined to uphold good 01' Saskatchewan's honour. Although Roads went against the grain of 
most Sask. buds, Snoop stayed with it, managing to pull off fourth class honours, (a "pass" to the rest of us) 
without dropping Economics, a true first year Artsman. CMR almost proved to be too much for him, though, as he 
was always off wooing French girls in chansons-boites and drinking root beer instead of Blue. His Champ buds 
insisted he return to Roads, especially since he owed us all beaucoup money. 

Snoop spent most of first term idling away as Prez of the Flying Club, (an excuse to wear a leather jacket off 
college, no doubt) and playing WW I wargames. After successful Christmas exams, he returned as CSC, striking 
qualms of mirth into the hearts of the rooks . Snoop was a good influence on the juniors, though , diligently 
studying (National Lampoon) on away weekends and never drinking more than two or three (cases) on Thursday 
night study sessions on the Q-Deck. Wad a guy, 

Lured by the biere de roote and les belles filles, this future Hornet driver's off to CMR, Good luck, Snoop; 
hope you catch that Baron. 

14079 
Oakville, Ontario 

Roth, C, CELE 
ENGINEERING 

When I first saw Carlone word seared itself into my brain - Chubby. However, words themselves cannot 
express what Carl is and has been at RRMC. One must experience the man we affectionately refer to as 'Boo 
Boo', How can one not respect a man that has an earthly air about him (constantly), and whose most profound 
statement was, "Beer's Beer, 5% is all you need," 

But seriously he did achieve a great many things during his second year at Roads, He displayed enormous 
initiative when he formed the Royal Roads Archery Club and he attained membership in the Rep. Skylark Team, 
of which I cannot say much since it is secret. 

Yet one cannot hide the fact that Carl also attained the position of CSC through his basic clean-cut, sharp 
and crisp military bearing - a sight for sore eyes on sunny days, 

In closing it is necessary to honour Combat Roth's Battle-cruiser Rep, Rugby skills. As the poet Wadsworth 
once wrote; 

The mountains off in the distance. ' 
Reflected the Golden haze of the sun. 
The Wind suddenly Gusted. 
And 'Rugby Roth' swept the field for a Try! 
B,Z, Bud from all of us, 

14080 Scott, A. A. AERE 
Toronto, Ontario ENG, PHYS, 

People often approach me, and in a puzzled manner ask me: "Just what is it that makes Andy Scott a leader 
of men?" I must confess that it is a question that has perplexed numerous individuals and, at the very least, 
Champlain Flight. Perhaps it was his organizational skills first semester as #2 CSA when he struck terror into first 
and second years alike through his innumerable shafts and his ability to change an away weekend with the stroke 
of his duty list. Or maybe it was the awe that he inspired as CFL whenever his news-announcer voice pronounced 
to a first year: "Well, , ' Uh . , , I dunno." The question of Andy's ability is so hard to pinpoint because he is a man 
of mystery, What else can you think of a guy who finishes first of the engineers in academics and still thinks that 
"Reader's Digest" jokes are hilarious? What can you conclude about a guy who hurls his lanky frame in front of 
pucks, soccer balls, and almost anything else you care to throw at him? What can you find exceptional in a guy 
whose ideals of leaders in history are Joe Clark and Adolf Hitler? 

It is a question that has long confused me, but one where I don't think an answer is necessary. Whatever it is 
that places Andy at the vanguard of Champ Flight we're thankful it's there . Next year Andy "Drills on" at RMC 
where we're sure the mystique of his talents will continue, Thanks, and good luck Andy! 
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14105 
Lively, Ontario 

Wykurz, C. A. ARTY 
Hon. Econ. 

Chris. or T-Bone when he is packing his .30 Cal Machine Gun is one 01 the few, but proud artillerymen in the 
CMC system, and perhaps the only gunner ever to stand on the table and smoke three cigars at the same time for 
the duration of the Royal Canadian Artillery march-past. Aside from his military expertise, Chris is celebrated for 
his academic wizardry, as it is a simple matter for him to pluck not one, but two essays out of thin air and still baffte 
and bewilder his profs in other courses. His accounting skill has given him the opportunity to cook the books for 
both the Rugby team and the Tricorn, but the rumour that '"Works' (his more familiar name) had embezzled 
enough to finance a merger with Playboy Enterprises Inc., just isn't true ; Hef backed out. Works now limits his 
investments to Victorian organized crime and Rugby team uniforms. 

A large portion of Works weekends are spent in a churning , brawling mass, better known as the scrum, 
where he gleefully deals out punishment and abuse and increases his urge to sleep. Famous last words in Room 
310 are , "Be sure to wake me up at seven thirty." This is a good example of Chris' sardonic wit. 

In his english research, Works uncovered this inspiring piece of prose by a renowned author: 
"I should much wish ... to float along an infinite ocean cradled in the flower of the lotus, and wake once in a 
million years for a few minutes - just to know that I was going to sleep a million years more." 

13707 Anderson, B. T. R. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

-STC 

PILOT 
P&PO 

"By (Bravo Yankee) came to RR from the steppes of sunny Manitoba to follow in the footsteps of 'dear 01 
dad'. Having had the inside word , rook term and first year in general went along fine until the word academics 
showed up. Byron eventually transferred to the 5 year plan as a result. A consistent member of the 375 club he 
was a victim of the rep. rugby team and was a solid member of many I.M. teams. His only feat was to rack-up 24 
straight wins playing I.M. waterpolo . When 2nd year finally did come around "By" saw the light and came over to 
Mack. flight and DCFL's bars . 

Having gone through Portage he plans to take survival training this summer and come back to Roads for 
"Pilot and Pilot Only", and to chase his girlfriend around the gardens. Good luck in the future and remember-to 
go up, pull back! 

13987 
Plnawa, Manitoba 

Bailey, B. G. INF 
ARTS 

"Bad Guy" Bailey adjusted to his new mil col lifestyle by becoming the 2nd keenest cadet in the Wing (self 
proclamation). This achievement was a long time coming and he had to surmount many obstacles to earn it, such 
as a bumbling rook term roommate, a clash with death at the Medieval Inn, and a slack but gruelling summer at 
the Canadian Military Resort (let the punishment continue). 

Upon returning for his second year Bry found that he no longer had a home in Fraser Flight halls. He 
accepted this move stoically, especially when he was able to learn some shooting techniques from his crack 
rifleshot roommate. With this instruction and his pistol practice during first year in his own private indoor range 
(his room) Bryan went on to win the crossed pistols and crossed rifles. He was a shoe in for shooting club 
president. Crossed swords and clubs followed , making Bryan the man with the golden arm, a true CMC man. He 
was also the backbone of the rep curling team (sorry Lewie). 

Bryan heads off to RMC next year for a Poli Sci and/or Eco degree minus the 6400 dollars in backgammon 
debts still owing to him. Well Bry from one true grunt to another, "Good luck and remember chickens aren't as bad 
as you think." 
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13991 
Victoria, B.C. 

Bigelow, F. G. PILOT 
P&PO 

Fred, a natrve 01 Victoria, loved the area so much he decided to come to R.R. When he arrived he couldn't tell 
which end was up, (bad news for a pilot). Not to be swayed, he bounced back to become the Junior Term 
President and the infamous Mack Flight Graunch Commander. In these honorable positions he organized the 
short· lived 'Garbage Can Chariot Races'. All was not rosey as after Xmas he joined the "Beta" club. His certain 
something wasn't overlooked and he found himself terrorizing Rooks as a first slate CSC. Fred also straightened 
out his priorities; flying motorcycles and Sarah (poor girl). He could often be seen flying down to Seattle for a 
burger (Friday morning parade perhaps) or hopping on his bike to go to aircrew medicals. Alas, the lure of the 
coast was too much for our "BUD" and he's decided to stay for P&PO. Thats Piloting and Pitting Out. B.Z. TIger 
and watch out for the women at Portage. 

Home is where the heart is! 

14010 
Peterborough, Ontario 

Daust, R. A. LORE 
APPLIED SCIENCE 

Ray came here with the memories of skipping classes for a mid·afternoon dune buggy ride to one of the 
beaches in the Kawartha Lakes, still fresh in his mind. To him Chilliwack was just a long militia exercise, but Royal 
Roads left him wondering what he had gotten himself in to. From the start Ray was a quiet, disciplined rook, with 
ambitions of becoming an AERE officer and an Electrical Engineer. As the dreams slowly gave way to reality, first 
with the unexpected change to LORE and later with a switch from Elec. Eng. to Apple Sci (no thanks to a certain 
statistics course) the quietness went and so did the discipline. 

Ray is actively involved with the fencing team, the shooting club, and his favourite, the scuba club (excellent 
training for his position as star defenseman on the famed MACK U 1M waterpolo team). Ray is looking forward to 
RMC and the next few summers of wandering around the sand dunes of Borden on his LORE course. For now 
though he has to content himself with soaking up the sun on the roof of Nixon Block during some of those 
afternoon spares, and trying to live up to the Apple Sci , rack, and kye image. Best of luck in the future, Ray. We 
know you'll find success in your life. 

14015 
Calgary, Alberta 

Farmer, V. G. PILOT 
ENGINEERING 

Vince was possibly the most outstanding cadet on the drill square, due to the fact that his hair colour 
matched Ihat of his scarlets. That did not bother this rough 'n ready westerner, always quick with a comment like, 
"let those eastern buds freeze in the dark" whenever he felt so inclined. Yet it was not only Vince's verbal ability 
which secured his most treasured nickname "biffin' Vince". Its not that Vince didn't want to go on duty sections, 
after all he couldn't help it if he never heard the announcement and was on an AD anyway. 

All that aside, Vince's athletic prowess earned him second slate CSSO, a fate worse than death. Vince's 
shoulders could handle the weight of all that gold OK, it was the idea of taking up residence in Champ flight halls, 
constantly under attack by "wet·willy·ers" and "cobra-ers" . 

Vince is off this summer to have some fun in a muskateer after which he will learn the reality of what was once 
only a nightmare - life in the "east." 

14022 
Ot1awa, Ontario 

Green, R. J. MARE 
MECH ENG 

Hailing from Ottawa, Russ was a naive, innocent lad. He soon changed his ways succumbing to peer 
pressure and downing many a beer and pepperoni at the Colwood. As a Rook, fate destined Russ to wear white, 
first on his feet and then on his body (navy). He somehow managed to found the Mack U Insurance Corporation 
for financing his buds in need. After R & R at CMR Russ came back to RR prepared for an exciting year. One of the 
original members of the Rep Skylark Team, Greener" filled many contracts. He aspired to become second slate 
CSSO, but his calling was that of CSC, and finally Russ was put to work. In the Hall of Fame of Mack U, Russ was 
acknowledged for many outstanding performances on the sports field. He contributed to the winning spirit of the 
Hockey Team and the Rugby Team, a credited member of the second row. Although Russ tried many times, the 
400 club was always just over the next hill. Good Luck at RMC and enjoy those home cooked meals. 
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14035 
Hamll10n, Ontario 

Knight, D. B. MARS 
ENG 

With skates in hand, Dave arrived at Roads from Hamilton, the big steel town . He was drafted by the Hockey 
Team to add some aggressiveness to its defense. (Having whaled on Gretsky twice in one game, cough, cough!). 
The Evil Knievel of Mack flight , he attempted his first jump over a fourth year barman's car. Unfortunately his 
trajectory calculations were in error, as he failed to add a vertical component to his motion, coming into an 
inelastic collision with car and bike. "Knighter" excelled at all sports ; golfing, track, 1M's, and most notably cross
country, where the finish line was often off college . 

Second year saw Dave with massive responsibilities - CWIMSO. After surviving this grueling post, he 
graduated to second slate CFL Mackenzie. Dave took his studies seriously, most weekends studying either on 
the slopes of Whistler or occasionally the beaches of California. 

Dave aspires to take MOOSE ENG at RMC, another arduous task for our beloved CWIMSO. Dave can be 
seen this summer teeing off from the flag deck of a DDE. Best of Luck. Don 't slice and hit the Captain! 

14041 
Collingwood, Ontario 

Koslerb, R. ARMD 
FAME 

During Rook term, Rick could be seen marching at incredible speeds (40 + mph) across the circle. Could 
also be heard one fine evening , singing on the circle. He was the instigator of many a skylark. His most precious 
being foiled by the McCabe brownness technique. 

Rick was active in sports. He played rep. basketball proving himself as one of the best bench warmers in the 
team 's history. But his talent boomed and with hard work in the off season, he became the teams starting center, 
at 6ft. His contributions to flight sports have been unparalleled, from ETH to football , exceling best at drunk 
hockey. 

From his long bushy hair to his stylish dressing, (he went to John Jakubow School of Fine Clothing) and his 
love of women, dance and wine, Rick can be described in one word ; he is a gentleman, (cough, cough). 

After a summer at Gagetown in the mud and dirt, Rick plans to attend RMC next year, to blow up his 
chemistry labs in Fuels and Materials. Good Luck in future endeavors and may your tank's aim always be true . 

14063 
Grand Centre, Alberta 

Neville, R.P. MARS/ARMD 
ARTS 

Rick, like many other Albertans, oozed into RRMC straight from the oilfields near his home, the booming 
megalopolis of Grand Centre, Alta. 

He has been transformed from Alberta crude to high-octane by the Rotal Roads refinery. The transition 
wasn't too difficult, I suuppose, but if you'd really like to know how it was, talk to his Rook Term roommate . 

After somehow managing to decide between basketball , soccer, and waterpolo, Rick finally settled down 
and ended up with the cross-country team. After that runaround , he mightn't need the exercise, despite recently 
joining the second Xv. 

On the I.M. front , Rick, after overcoming the trauma of moving upstairs to Mack from Fraser, made a valuable 
contribution to the Mack U team, especially after finally earning his clubs . 

Academically, he did well enough with Second Class Honours to merit that enviable position of CSA, 
although he seems destined to be a ship driver, rather than the dashing Armoured officer he'd like to be, despite 
his influencial contacts. Ah, c'estla vie . 

Well , Rick, we hope that you've enjoyed your short tenure here at RRMC, and what did you say your 
girlfriend's name was? 

14067 
London, Ontario 

Parkinson, F. W. MARS 
MILITARY STUDIES 

Hailing from deepest, darkest Ontario, Ted came to Roads with the intention of getting an education , and 
performing aerobatic maneuvers in the summer as a pilo\. Well , Ted has achieved his first goal, remaining a solid 
2nd Class Honors arts student, but instead of jets, he will be performing his maneuvers with the slightly slower 
YFP's. 
To fill in his spare time, Ted captained the sailing team to several next to last place finishes, as well as being a 
stalwart member of the Lawrence Welk dancing club. 

In I.M.'s, Ted preferred the safe confines of the goalies position, from which he performed admirably for the 
Mack U athletic powerhouse. Awards wise, Ted scored over 400 on his PT test, only to have his clubs taken away 
for his tendency to lope, instead of run the mile and a half. He was also awarded the coveted crossed irons and 
lintbrushes by his peers for his work in the ironing room, and seems destined to keep these as he intends to lint 
his way through the Roads Military Studies course next year. Heh Ted, could you fix my tie? 
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14069 Pearson, M. J. INF 
Brantford, Ontario FAME 

Mike came to Roads Irom the big city 01 Brantford. Being the "grandson" of the ex· Prime Minister, he had an 
advantage from the start. Until Christmas in first year, Mike managed to survive with his invisible roommate. 

Mike was a connoisseur of fine wines, fine women and cheap motels ; he lead the Mack U social life. Mike 
returned from CMR with many interesting belong ings. His room was soon a den of eniquity with fur covered floors 
and many hunting trophies . A breeder of Killer Frogs, Mike was into nature (dirt and all). After christmas Mike 
earned the rank of DCFL, and set a fine example for his second year buds. A member of the Rep Skylark Team 
and an accomplished member of the Rugby Team, Mike acquired his skills in an aggressive manner. Mike will be 
off to the wilds of Kingston , next year, to study Fuels and Materials. 

He hopes to use his degree as an infanteer, at Gage-Nam this summer. Bon chance, Mike. 

14083 Sibbald, S. C. 
Trenton, Ontario 

CELE 
ELEC ENG 

A small town boy. Steve arrived at Royal Roads both naive and innocent. After two years, Steve leaves 
Roads much the same, despite the gallant efforts of his friends in Mack U. 

Being one of the more academically minded students at Royal Roads, Steve was not, however, one of the 
most studious. looking forward to exam routine as "a chance to relax and work on my bike." 

Wearing his bicycle cap, suspenders, and whatever else which clashed, Steve could often be seen bicycling 
off into the real world . Oddly enough, there seemed to be a correlation between the revenues of the DQ and the 
number of trips Steve took ... very puzzling. Steve managed to attain membership in the 450 club, and he 
applied his brain and brawn on both the waterpolo and debating teams. 

His philosophical arguments could enlighten the many members of Mack U on any subject. Despite his 
golden tongue, Steve spent many hours in vain trying to expain that "the band really isn't a deke." 

A CSC in second slate, Steve was forced into the grim reality of not getting his mandatory ten hours sleep. 
Notwithstanding, Steve enjoyed his two years at Roads and will undoubtably enjoy RMC as well. Best luck Steve, 
in both the future and in your quest for that special girl , who looks just like you . 

14085 
Victoria, B.C. 

Smith, D. R. PILOT 
P&PO 

"Dumb Rook" left the nest for the first time to become the MacKenzie University Faculty pilot. First year saw 
Dave involved in many activities which had to be squeezed in between his Big Rack Attacks . He never looked 
back, which could be the reason that he was promoted to CSC for the first slate of 80-81 . During an "enlightening" 
summer jumping out of nice, safe airplanes back at CMR, Dave was forced to "grab a brain" enabling him to 
improve his academics exponentially. Consequently, by Christmas Dave and his pilot buds were flying high. 
Second only to Dave's flying skills is his ability to blow a tuba in the band, or get tough with the boys in the scrum. 
As president of the flying club, Dave could often be found with certain other pilots trying to find some way to 
"deek" the next parade. 

This summer, Dave will be attempting to become a star feature in September's issue of "Crash and Burn" 
magazine at Portage la Prairie's esteemed Flight School. This, however is highly unlikely as he is constantly 
being reminded by his mother to fly "low and slow". Dave plans to return to RR in the fall to join the ranks of the 
highly respected Applied Science Group, to pursue a degree in P&PO. 

14094 
Toronto, Ontario 

Walters, D. G. CELE 
ENG. 

Dave "Boz 2" Walters will always have a special place in Mack U. From heroic misadventures on moonlit 
rooftops to posing a military threat to the student population of Victoria, here is a man for all occasions. His 
familiar smile and unique gait have made him popular, despite his favourite pastime of arguing philosophy with 
his CELE (pronounced silly) bud. Since he claims to be CELE - borne, he undoubtedly will go far. What Dave 
may lack in terrestrial grace, however, he more than makes up for as the waterpolo team captain and Ski Club 
pres. 

Dave plans to take Electrical Engineering at RMC. Surely he will have a great time there, because he is such 
a fun guy. Remember the time he poured foot powder down the nose of that sleeping rock? Or how about the 
unknown decibels of Roxy Music that roared down the hall from the last room on the left? 

Dave is a man so full of brilliant inspiration that before he's 3D, he'll be rich, or dead, or both. Best of luck in the 
future, Dave. 
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13995 
Bolestown, N.B. 

Carr,S.J. PILOT 
ENGINEERING 

Ever since boarding (or attempting to board) a CF flight en route to Chilliwack in blue jeans and sneakers, 
Stew has succeeded in distinguishing himself with his casual attitude here at Roads. Between travelling with the 
Basketball team, to the Scuba club, to the Flying club, to cruising on his new motorcycle, he spends minimum 
time at the books. However, Stew still managed to squeak out first class honours and a place among the top 5 on 
the first year Engineering class before heading off to second language training at CMR; where massive amounts 
of physical abuse of every description served to perpetuate the infamous reputation of Stewart J. Carr. 

Returning to Roads in the fall , CSSO Carr, as co·captain of the Basketball team, and became the first Royal 
Roads cadet to lead a Rep team through an entire season without a single victory. Although very nearly tempted 
to stay at Roads for an encore, Stew heads off to RMC next year for Engineering Physics, taking him closer to 
home and a very special female. Good·natured, spirited, and talented, Stew's absence will be hard-felt by those 
who stay behind. Good luck and continued success to you, Stew. 

13997 
Scarboro, Ontario 

Chalmers, P. J. MARS 
MILITARY STUDIES 

For most, second year is their easiest going year at Mil. Col., but not for Phil Chalmers. Second year was his 
busiest on record . In the Band, Phil walked lightly, but carried a big stick (the mace). Academically Phil was 
inundated with assignments, and occasionally an "all·nighter" was pulled off for Philosophy, History essays, 
English essays, and those mega Commerce assignments. Extra'curricularly, Phil was very much into Scuba 
expeditions and sailing regattas, and then in the second semester he went seriously into amateur photography 
and his girlfriend went into amateur modelling. 

One extra·curricular activity which Phil has indulged in since his rookdom, is talking about his native Toronto. 
This makes us wonder at why after all Phil chose not to go to R.M.C. where he would be close to his beloved city. It 
was probably the balmy weather and the high Nurse density which made Phil choose to stay at Roads and 
become a true Mil Stud, to match his position as a Hud Stud. 

14016 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Fawcett, R. B. CELE 
ELEC ENG 

Known about the college by his lumbering gait and bulk, Rick, commonly known as "Squatch", prospered at 
Royal Roads. Among his varied interests and, feats, he played for the Rep Rugby team in that abusing position 
known as second row. 

Squatch also managed to hold a position on the Rep Hockey Team, as well as survive a scuba course. The 
largest member of the triumvirate, he also encountered considerable success with girls. His "western love" will 
vouch to this. Squatch has also rarely been known to survive on miniscule amounts of rack, but he usually 
succumbed to rackitis severis for extended periods of time. Aside from the pit, Rick's second home was the 
Colwood. 

Squatch was an excellent first slate CSC, installing fear in first years at 50 yds. During the second semester, 
Rick returned to the second year "pit" at the end of Hudson flight halls with high hopes of using the fire escape for 
various social purposes. Rick's interest in electronics is matched only by the principle of the matter, and Road's 
loss will be RMC's gain; Rick will study for an Electrical Engineering degree. Best of luck in the future Squatch. 
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14031 
Belleville, Ontario 

Jones,K. L. PilOT 
ElEC ENG 

Kenny, also known as "Q·tip" because of his unique coiffure, has been one of the pillars of the Hudson 
military tradition . Ever-ready to quaff a few brew on the QD (or anywhere, for that matter), Kenny imported his 
capacity for self-abuse to the Basketball team. As co-captain , he helped lead the impressionable, young team 
down the garden path of alcoholism into oblivion (0-18 season). Being a pilot, Ken has a natural incli nation 
towards golf, and led the Hudson I.M. team to the golf championship. 

However, Ken is known for occasional fits of blistering keenness, which somehow swan ned him into the 
position of first slate CWVPMC. Nobody was ever sure just what that job entailed, but it couldn't have been much, 
as it allowed him time to garner his crossed clubs, crossed swords, and second class honours. 

Ken plans on vacationing at the RMC Country Club for the next two years, and possibly obtaining a degree in 
Electrical Engineering at the time. Good luck in the future, Ken. 

14057 McBride, A. B. ARMD 
Westmeath, Ontario MECH ENG 

Right from the start Reid had his priorities straight. Rack always came first. In first year this led to some 
minor difficulties as inspecting barmen never noticed the bright and alert look in his eyes, but the dull shoes and 
tubular pants . Returning in second year to share a lUXUry suite with Smith, he also achieved 2nd class honours. 

Reid is truly a man of many talents . He is equally at home cutting hair as the 3 squadron barber, as he is 
tinkering with the 260Z. As captain of the 2nd XV Rugby team he led his teammates into battle every Sunday. Just 
don't ask him about his win·loss ratio. He is the self appointed president of Hud-Stud Enterprises, and has 
chaired many meetings of the Hudson Flight Rep Dog Team. 

looked upon by the rooks as the Guru of Grip, Reid is oft found reading the tax laws to find new methods of 
retaining all of his meagre pay. 

Aftergrad , McBride is off to Gagetown where he says he'll be a tank-based Airnav. From there it is on to RMC 
where Reid will be taking Mech Eng while being near to those who are dear to him. 

14051 
Dartmouth, N.S. 

Maclean, G. N. PilOT 
P&PO 

Graeme, having won fame and acclamation as the sole survivor of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah 
and as the inventor and perfecter of the left-handed salute, tried desperately to stay out of the limelight this year. 
He deked constantly with the Rep Sailing Team, made alcohol·sodden trips to the States with the Scuba Club, 
and attempted 10 convince people that he was in the Flying and Skiing clubs . Alas, he could not avoid 
responsibility for long. Following the footsteps of his idol , Steve Strauss, he was appointed First Slate DCFL and 
actually managed to control his fellow Hud Studs for a whole slate . 

First year was full of achievement for Graeme. He got his private pilots licence during the summer and 
commuted between St. Jean and Halifax regularly purely for "naturalistic observation" we were told . He also 
established himself as a permanent member of the 400 Club and the Rep Dog team, and all this while racking up 
21 days of charge. 

With his solid third class honours Graeme plans to breeze through P&PO next year with his 87 spares a 
week. We foresee him trying to keep both his moustach and his Volkswagen muscle machine under control and 
recruiting members for the Rep Jacuzzi Team. 

14061 
Toronto, Ontario 

Moger, F. M. MARS 
ENGINEERING 

Frank Moger came from a boy's school to a man's school two years ago, and set out to display his manly 
abilities. He did this in a relatively short time. In one night he became the wild man of Hudstud Enterprises; 
drinking massive quantities of everything, challenging the world, and offering to trade someone elses hat for the 
services of two young ladies in the Empress Parking Lot. He literally ran the Hud Machine ragged . 

Having established his reputation, he gave up his freedom for the leash of love, the next night. In a matter of 
weeks with his hormones in overdrive and his brain in reverse , marriage was the only word in his vocabulary. 
Everyone knows who wears the pants in this relationship, but all in all Sandy is a nice girl (despite what the tests 
say). 

Frank came out of his cocoon as a free butterfuly in CMR, but his heart was too heavy for any flights . Sandy 
whistled and Frank came running back to RR early, and shortly after Christmas he sealed his fate. 

Frank is a great guy and will be hopefully heading for RMC in the fall. He will be a great asset there, but don 't 
let him paint your house. It is too bad he will be sailing in waters so full of fish and have no rod to catch them with . 

GOOD LUCK FRANK! 
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14062 
Coqultlam, B.C. 

Munro, P. MARE 
F & M ENG 

Most of us didn 't know Pete until3 days after Rook Term started where he joined us in the land of square root 
(·1). Pete, after the normal abuse of sin bins, etc., and an unforgettable bugling performance at Sunset, found 
himself au Quebec sans auto where he excelled in french and charming sexy french profs (female that is). Pete, 
known as HC by his closest friends, returned to Roads in September where he joined many clubs and teams. He 
was an outstanding member of the ski team, a remarkable Rugby Player, and his contribution to the Hudson 
Flight DF Team cannot be underestimated. 2nd slate, Pete became the #3 SQN Jock and lead the Sqn by 
making it to the finals in the Wing Wrestling Tournament. He also has a vested interest in acrobatics as many 
people have noted when he is seen kissing one of his harem goodnight. Pete will be leaving RR for F & M 
Engineering at RMC after getting economy class marks at Roads. We all wish him the best of luck in the future in 
whatever he does. 

14064 
Oakville, Ontario 

Newton, S. J. AIR NAV 
FAME 

Steve, more affectionately known as 'Fig', was quickly recognized at the college in that he, on the first SOC's 
parade, did drop the flag . 

First year offered Fig many new challenges , none of which interested him, so he quickly learned how to 
deke. But Fig 's observant nature and nose for trouble ensured that he stayed in it for most of his stay at Roads. 

Steve almost took an early retirement when he didn 't become a pilot, but decided to remain and upon 
returning from an interesting summer at CMR, was promoted to CSC and posted to Hudson. Second year saw a 
rise in Fig's academics, as well as other things , when a certain someone came into his life. Much to his dismay, 
Fig's academics continued to rise but that was all when that certain someone exited from his life. 

In the sports world , Steve's presence was felt on both the soccer field and the squash courts and it was only 
natural that he earned the cross clubs award. 

Fig is now off to RMC where his presence will be appreciated as much as it will be missed at RR. Good luck 
and all the best in the future, yOu'll do good. 

14084 
Nepean, Ontario 

Smith, D. F. MARE 
ELEC ENG 

Don is perhaps one of the strangest creatures to have climbed out of the primordial oozes, in order to abuse 
himself in Hudson Flight. The most notable occasion of what he could do to punish his body was the Wisener Drill 
Competition Incident. Despite the drill competition, the next day Smitty celebrated his birthday to the maximum in 
traditional Hudstud fashion with the help of his "Bud" (?), Thirnbeck - the look on his face the following morning 
told it all. 

Having had previous experience in a "military" band, Don knew a good deke out of the ranks was to join the 
band. Nevertheless his superlative skills as a drill god were so much in demand that he was appointed as 2nd 
Slate CSC. This wasn't enough to get Don into the ranks as he miraculously managed to get a T.D. posting to the 
band. 

Don extracts maximum use from his rack, and at government expense, although the more frequent 
Emergency meetings of the Rep Dog Team have been substantially decreasing his rack mileage. 

Having achieved his two goals for the year, First Class Honours and joining the 300 Club, Don is off to RMC 
where, as the senior Marsupial brother, he will try to keep Guido out of trouble while also maintaining an 
intensified two years of cross·country travel interspersed by studies in Elec. Eng. 

13802 
Borden, Ontario 

Thlrnbeck, B. C. MARS 
ARTS 

From the dark gloom of Super Juniorhood emerged the spectre of Barry Thirnbeck. In his third year as a 
Hudstud Barry has honed his abusive tendencies to a fine edge, whether it be on the rugby pitch where he has 
maintained a "you're so cruel" image or in the mess, where he has displayed such gentlemen· like qualities as 
swinging on the chandelier or playing croquet in the wardroom. 

Veteran of the five year plan, Barry's superior age have caused many Hudstuds to refer to Barry for advice, 
but he is not the only one who maintains this "father figure". How old did you say she was? This has not daunted 
Barry, nor his uncanny ability to judge female character, sometimes three or four times in the same night. Barry's 
flexibility of mind (plastic will) was further exercised when he made the transition from Engineering to Arts, further 
displaying his firm will , which has been tested , retested, and supped on countless occasions. 

However, Barry successfully employed many of his unique and unusual abilities to the flight and the college. 
Band rat, president of the Outdoors Club and second slate DCBO are only some of his more honourable 
achievements. The college which Barry finally decides to attend will be inheriting a cadet wealthy in experience, 
spirit and fresh points of view. 
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14090 
Grande Prairie, Alberta 

Tyler, K. M. MAR 
ARTS 

Subdued by the demands of the LOG, Kevin found himself deported to the poopdeck where his primary duty 
was enticing naive juniors into performing his tasks . 

Kev had a full season in sports with the wrestling team, fairing well at the Vancouver Island Open 
Tournament in Nanaimo, placing third in his weight class with four wins and one loss. He was notorious for his 
slippery body, which the opponents could never get a firm hold of. 

Kevin 's main extra·curricular tastes include piano bars and the French lasses that are usually found in them. 
As a consequence, he is usually found at "Barts" taking a brew and/or a babe. 

Before joining the Navy, Kevin had never seen the ocean. This explains why he opted for the maritime 
classification . Why he decided on politics and economics is still a mystery. Will the CMC's yet produce a Keynes? 

14095 Wardle, C. S . INF 
Mlsslssauga, Ontario FAME 

After living as a hermit the first year, Cliff has come out of the woodwork to become one of the socially aloof 
second years. Cliff had no problem adjusting to R.R. after coming from the city life of Mississauga. He likes the 
abuse and the punishment that he receives from Hudstud Enterprises and he participates in all their functions 
religiously. He is a full fledged scuba diver, and an intense Vic. General hospital visitor, the latter for reasons that 
we won't go into at this point in time. 

His marks are close to second class and he was made DCFL for second slate . He is on the wrestling team 
and he placed second overall in the B.C. Winter Games for his weight class. Cliff wants to go to R.M.C. to study, 
Fuels & Materials Engineering as well as to find a few more nurses. 

Happy Hunting Cliff! 

14096 
Corner Brook, Nfld. 

Wass., A.C.H. LORE 
ELEC ENG 

Although Alan was a self proclaimed zeroid in Chilliwack, this was just a ploy by the clever Newt. As a first 
year at RR, Wass came out of his shell and organized the Hudson Flight shirt which arrived only five months late 
for Grad. He also became chief critic of the Vancouver Island Cave Exploration Womans Auxiliary Division. 

This year after the loss of his dear friend Rob Clark, Alan's chief interests lay in improving his second class 
honours standing and in the eight sniveling juniors priviledged to serve under his able command as CSC #9. 

A jock at heart, this bearer of crossed clubs handily won first place in the Wing Wrestling Meet for his weight 
division, and also has the Wing Golfing Championship in the bag. 

Other interests? Among those we can mention are his membership in the Rep Dog Team, Galaxians, 
Racking , Tequilla and hanging out behind barber shops. 

We will all miss Alan when he leaves to study Electrical Engineering in Kingston, but if he remains true to 
form, a powerful reminder of his presence will linger long after he is gone. You should really see a doctor about 
that Alan . Best of Luck and don't worry, when those hormones kick in, you 'll have whiskers in no time. 



13993 Cachla, P. E. MARE 
Toronto, Ontario ELEC ENG 

Paul , while applying for unemployment insurance, quickly realized that he had signed the wrong paper when 
he was carried off to Chilliwack, screaming, in the hands of 3 MPs. 

He was quite hampered in his quest for love on the West Coast, by a sweet little number back home. 
This was quickly changed as Paul discovered the pleasures of the bachelor club . Having this new found 

freedom, Paul wasted no time in picking up many a live wire at dances. 
With this, Paul went into intensive physical training to attain his clubs, but, he never lost his devotion to the pit. 

Paul, as well, in correlation with his naval classification excelled on the RR Sailing team. 
Due to the fact that Paul looks like a drowned rodent after he steps from the shower and his definition of an 

acceptable room standard is not in the dictionary, he was given the nick· name "Pack Rat" . 
Paul's leadership ability gave him second slate DCFL, where he promptly brought the flight down to his 

standards. Being the leading half of the Marisupio brothers, Guido, he is departing for RMC next year. Good Luck 
Pack Rat. 

14012 
Toronto, Ontario 

Domlnlco, S. E. INFANTRY 
CIV ENG 

Steve arrived at Chilliwack with great aspirations of becoming a leader, but soon found his nose got in the 
way. 

Steve got off to a slow start at R.R. but quickly attributed the fact to his being mated with the original space 
cadet. 

When he found he could not relate to Ihe lasting traditions of Lasalle, he wandered aimlessly until one day he 
found Sgt. Rock and was instantly promoted to Grand Imperial Poohbah. 

Affectionately known as "Smokin Joe" due to his bizarre wardrobe worn after duty, Steve is the dryest 
member of Lasalle Flight. 

Not withstanding, he became a leader when the reigns of CSC fell upon his awaiting shoulders. 
Athletically inclined Steve managed to secure his clubs, as well as being a member of the cross-country 

team, and he also held the rank of club president in many clubs . 
The Juniors in his section will be saddened to know that Steve is leaving for RMC next year. Good luck from 

everyone in Lasalle. 

14027 Hlrter, D. G. INF 
Ottawa, Ontario P&PO 

As his picture collection will testify, Dave "Grizzly" Hirter has been Infantry throughout his life, for even as a 
tot he 'grunted' about in full combats. 

In first years, Grizzly earned a spot on the first-class honours list, and in the process of many late-nighters, 
was able to save the Lasalle rooks from more than one visiting squadron's shenanigans. 

During SLT, Dave spent his time seducing a French-Canadian competition skier, if he wasn't to be found in 
the weight rooms, training for his new love of wrestling . In the fall, he returned as 3 CSTO, and all rooks made sure 
they didn't take two desserts. In the last half of the slate, he even created a 3 Sqn rook subculture modelled on 
WW II Axis Power youth movements. 

As a second year cadet, Dave finds he has more time for the important things in life, such as watching section 
tactics films with {)ther Combat Arms buds 'til 4 a.m. 

Dave's preoccupation with the Airborne is boundless, and we wish him much success in both the jump 
course and Phase II Infantry this summer. 
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14060 
Brockvllle, Ontario 

McNally, J. W. INF 
ARTS 

Hailing from the booming metropolis of Brockville Ontario, John was born in a uniform. Thus it was only 
natural that he curb his adolescent alcoholic ventures long eno~gh to enroll at R.R. 

Not allowing his stubby physique or receeding hairl ine to mask his military potential, John assured his 
college career a good start by being the first rook of the year to be charged. This of course paved the way to first 
slate CSC, apres SLT. 

Much to John's academic chagrin he received second slate CSTO and a girlfriend to boot. What a shock it 
was to see his academic average surge skyward . Tell us John, was it the girl or the bars that caused this sudden 
rise? 

A member of the triumvirate owning the boss machine, "The Lasalle Kye-Boat", John shared his ,ahem, 
charming personality with most of South Vancouver Island by doing much weekend touring. With one city under 
his belt John will be moving on to Kingston where he hears that the beer flows like water. We all wish John and his 
liver the best of luck for the future . 

14046 
Cornwall, Ontario 

And what about Robby, 
Also known as "Petit" , or "Froggy". 
Never being accused of as too military. 
He thereby missed out on all the glory. 

And so it came to be , 
With great sorrow and shot to ego, 
That Petit, the second year frenchy, 
Was to pass as wing "Baggo". 

Not impressive in military matters, 
"Bobby Baby Boo Boo Man" attempted, 
Thru other means and methods, 
To get to the top of the ladder. 

14071 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Leroux, R. E. 

Poulin, G, M. 

INF. 
ELEC ENG. 

So to sport he turned for glitter, 
And the second year crown acquired. 
The volleyball team he did captain , 
But again from the lime light hidden. 

Some say he raised the occasional glass, 
Just short of the point of excess, 
And that his mess etiquette ways , 
Didn't show his social prowess. 

So with all this success at RR, 
It's off to Kingston for the degree. 
But "Petit" has come a long way, 
As seen by the brilliance of this work. 

INF 
ELEC ENG 

"Pooh" , "Pooh Bear" or just plain "Merde", (acquiring his nicknames from the interception of a passion filled 
letter from the homefront) is another member of the triumvirate, owning that green bombshell, "The Lasalle Kye
Boat'·. 

As a "Lasalle Animal", he was instrumental in transforming the '~nimals" into the party machine they now 
are . One of his greatest successes in this area was the signing of a peace treaty with the local Indian tribe. 

Unfortunately Greg wasn't as successful with his love life as he was with his parties . With a meer four on the 
go, Greg was never quite able to find the one that fit ... his expectations. 

"Pooh's" successes carried on into the more serious aspects of college life as well . As 1st slate DCFL, and 
2nd slate CSA, Greg's organizing of flight and squadron events was constantly felt and greatly appreciated. 

In the sports world "Pooh Bear" was recognized as a rep ' hockey player, wing wrestling champ two years 
running, and of course the recipient of the cross clubs award. 

Greg will now drive on to Kingston , where he hopes to find the woman of his dreams. Good luck in the days to 
come; we know you will do fine. 

PS: Don't forget the three buds who made you what you are . .. an '~Ikie ". 

14082 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Sharon, C. M. PtLOT 
P&PO 

Mike has achieved a sort of infamy here at Royal Roads. Depending on which camp you're in, he is viewed as 
being excessively idle or as having a severe grip on reality. The fact that Mike entered the CMC system at 21 , after 
having spent a few years in a rock band, may have something to do with his unique attitude. Be that as it may, "Old 
Man" Sharon must have done something right to get first slate CSC Lasalle. Adding that to maintaining solid 
second class honours, and a fiance, one begins to get the idea that Mr. Casual kept himself fa irly busy. 

However, Mike's interests do not stop there. As a member of the Scuba Club, he participated in the famous 
California Swan at Christmas and is one of the founding four members of the Rep Jacuzzi Team. He is also a 
member of the Flying Club and an avid amateur photographer. 

Mike did not play on any Rep teams, preferring to use his time in other ways, such as playing in the band. 
However, the crossed clubs on his sleeve indicate that he's no slouch athletically either. 

Mike plans on spending his final two years at Roads in pursuit of a P&PO degree and a comfortable 
apartment in Victoria . We wish you continued success in the future, Mike. 
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14088 Sugden, P. J. PILOT 
Toronlo, Ontario P&PO 

Because 01 his natural tendency to punch holes in clouds, it was with little surprise that Sluggo easily aced 
the aircrew selection in Toronto as his first step towards becoming an F-18 driver. 

Often our budding "Billy Bishop" could be found in his room, balancing on a thimble and bouncing a soccer 
ball off his head repeatedly while playing the bongoes, juggling a few oranges and chewing bubble gum, all at the 
same time. 

Sluggo, being of Ukrainian stock, is well practiced in Ukrainian and is presently working hard at becoming 
fluent in Russian . "Know your enemy, eh Pete?"" Good man! At the same time, he is pushing bilingualism in 
French. Pete's interests in the languages and arts have led him to ask, on several occasions, why he bothers with 
the sciences, but his marks certainly warrant it, and besides, very few of us Sci/Eng lads haven't asked the very 
same question. 

Sluggo was very heavily committed to organizing and maintaining the Parachute Club after its one year of 
inactivity at the College. As a result , several cadets have had the chance to get in some good jumping this year. 

Pete will be staying on at Roads and will take the honours P&PO degree program between frequent skiing 
trips to the mainland. This veritable animal , as Leopard Lady will testify, has broad horizons ahead of him and we 
all wish him the best of luck when the SAM's start flying , or in anything else he encounters in the future. 

14103 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Woywltka, D. S. MARE 
MECH ENG 

Doug arrived, to the horrors of Royal Roads , as a naive young man of sixteen years . Acclimatizing quickly, he 
had no trouble in getting his first two roommates to leave Roads. Doug had second thoughts in continuing his 
military career earlier last year due to the immense culture shock he had experienced. Peer pressure, a drill 
scholarship and an excessive lack of funds convinced him otherwise. 

Doug owes his early success to the Manitoba Education Department who passed on to him their knowledge 
of calculus. The "Kid '" having an immense dislike of cargo nets ran the Rook Race again this year to prove his 
athletic co-ordination. This co·ordination carried into many sports especially hockey where he was a successful 
member of the Rep. Team and managed to become an elite member of the 400 Club. 

Expounding leadership prowess he moved into the CSC position during 2nd slate. Doug commanded the 
most charged section of the wing . A devoted member of the Rack Club he will be moving on to RMC for a 
continuation of his education experience in Mechanical Eng. 

M0176 Bouvier, M. A. H. LOG(LAND) 
Llsleux, Sask. ADMIN 

Addie. the only UTPW in second year at Royal Roads, experienced a radical change in life style when she 
elected to leave her family's farm in Lisieux to become an Air Weapons Tech 'way back in 1975. This decision led 
her to do her basic training at SI. Jean. PO. after which she was posted to CFB Comox. While in Comox, Addie 
was asked if she would like to be one of the first women to go to a CMC. Addie states that she spent a lot of time 
soul searching (at least two seconds) before agreeing. 

Addie 's background has served her well , especially when she was in Chilliwack. It seems that every time 
someone got a 2 x 4 stuck in their FN, or pulled one apart and couldn 't get it back together again. they called on 
Addie. Addie has even been called upon by (supposedly) experienced UTPM's to do the same since she got to 
RRMC. 

This plucky young lady has set several firsts at the Mil Cols . In her first year, she was the first female ever to 
have completed the Recruit Obstacle course. Then, in her second year, she became the first women to have bars 
at RRMC. The only problem she seems to have experienced at RRMC has been getting her sword out of its 
scabbard: It seems that the sword is longer than her arm. 

Addie plans to move on to CMR in the fall, where she plans to take a Degree in Administration, then go on to 
become a Logistics officer. 
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MOl 81 
Bridgetown, N.S. 

Grant, G. A. SECURITY 
ARTS 

AI came to Royal Roads the long way around, via a ten year career as a communicator and with credits In the 
Properties of Snow and tce granted by the University of Atert. Unfortunatety. no· one bothered to tell At that Snow 
credits aren't transferable. Alas for science! 

During hiS first year, AI went to France and had a royal time with a mad group of Rodent Revolutionaries, 
some of whom are still living. After spending much of hiS summer preparing for Land Ops support at CFB Borden 
and with the Special Service Force in Petawawa, he returned to idyllic Roads and hiS anxious family. Ah , the 
pleasures! 

The first term of his second year was spent trying to keep up with Ed Gallagher. That proved to be a lonely 
fantasy, and AI wound up the year quietly as 4 Sqn CSTO and general layabout. 

As a future Intelligence Officer with a freshly cured Military Studies degree from Royal Roads , AI hopes to 
support his pointy ended colleagues with unconsummated smoothness. 

M0180 
Dleppe, N.B. 

Cormier, G. M. LOG(lAND) 
ADMIN 

Gary began his career in 1973 as a Field Engineer and was soon posted to 3 Field Squadron (now 1 Combat 
Engineer Regiment) at CFB Chilliwack. After having seen enough of such glamorous places as Wainwright, Alta., 
and the B.C . interior, Gary decided that a change of pace was due and thus became a Supply Technician in 1976. 
After completion of his Pay Level 3 course at CFB Borden. Gary was posted to an even more glamorous area: 
CFB Gagetown. 

At the insistence of his superiors, Gary applied for the UTPM program in 1979 and was surprised with his 
acceptance while serving a tour of duty with the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force on the Golan 
Heights. The only regret Gary has about his tour being cut short to go to Chilliwack is that he didn 't get to see as 
much of the Middle East as he would have liked. 

According to Gary, the best thing about his stay at Royal Roads was that he and his wife. Isabelle, were 
blessed with the birth of their first child, Melissa. 

After leaving Royal Roads this summer, Gary plans to go to CMR, finish his degree in Administration , (finally 
dropping his Arts courses after having dropped his Science course this year), and continue his career in 
Logistics . Gary seems to have developed a love affair with the Army; after all his years in the field, he has decided 
to go Land environment. 

MOln 
Annapolis Royal, N.S. 

Brown, M. J. lOG(SEA) 
ECON&COM 

Mike was born in Oshawa, Ont. , but, being the son of a soldier, only got to live there about two weeks. He 
spent the rest of his life until he first joined the RCN in 1968 travelling all over the world , living in such places as 
Vancouver, Werl , Germany, Halifax, and San Antonio, Texas. After a couple of years of living in one place, Mike 
realized that wanderlust was his fate, so he enlisted as a Medical Assistant. As such , he had a total of two 
postings : National Defence Medical Centre Ottawa, and Royal Roads. It was while he was posted to RRMC that 
Mike first became interested in the UTPM program, applying and being accepted in 1979. 

Mike did not do too badly his first year, getting first class honours in the science program, but his inability to 
make any sense at all out of physics (colours, flavours ... what are they talking about??) led him to decide to 
become an Artsman . Now, instead of being confused by physics, he is merely baffled by Pope. 

Mike retains an interest in medicine, which is why he may be found during most of his spares drinking coffee 
in the Sick Bay. He also seems to get a certain amount of vicarious pleasure from sticking dull needles in the sore 
arms of unsuspecting first years. 

Mike plans to move to Kingston in the fall, taking a double major in Economics and Commerce, after which 
he plans to become a ships' Logistics Officer. (if only so he can keep his beard , what there is of it.) 

M0182 
Montreal, Quebec 

Graves, D. C. MARE 
ENG PHYS 

Dave learned that he had been selected for the UTPM program while visiting Korea with the Second 
Destroyer Squadron in April , 1979, and he can attest that "getting there is half the fun" (ask him about it some 
time). 

Getting there began in 1971 when Dave enrolled in the Navy as a Radioman . After serving at Maritime Pacific 
Headquarters, then aboard Her Majesty's Canadian Ships Terra Nova and Mackenzie, Dave was posted to 
Canadian Forces Station Aldergrove. It seemed he had no sooner settled in at Aldergrove and then it was off to 
Halifax for his Communications Technician qualifying course. Presented with the "Herbert Lott Award" upon 
completing this major career course, Dave was also presented with the challenge of choosing the military 
profession as a career. 

With a newly piqued interest in electronics and the desire to extend his horizons to their limit, Dave applied 
for a "Roads Scholarship". We have only one question for you Dave. Can a frustrated Artsman find a future as an 
Electrical Engineer? 
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M0183 
Pugwash, N.S. 

Michaud, M. G. CELE 
ELEC ENG 

Mike arrived at Royal Roads on the 12th of August, 1979 following twelve years of service in a variety of bases 
such as RCAF Station Clinton. CFB Kingston, CFB Greenwood, CFB Baden·Soellingen Germany and Naval 
Radio Station Newport Corners, N.S. 

Mike made the most of his postings, especially Europe, where he learned to ski , which culminated in his 
becoming a certified ski instructor with the CSIA. Mike's expertise as an instructor has aided several members of 
the RRMC Ski Club, of which he is a member. 

Mike's interest in sports generally led to his being appointed CSSO during his second year, but the extra 
work entailed in this appointment hardly detracted from his studies . In his first semester at the College, Mike 
ahained first class honours, and has maintained this standard ever since. 

On those unfortunately infrequent occasions when Mike is able to tear himself away from the books, he is to 
be found either on the slopes or spending valuable time with his three ladies: ~inda. Meghan and Sarah. 

Mike will be leaving Royal Roads in the fall to continue his studies in Electrical Engineering at RMC. after 
which he plans to continue his career as a CElE officer. 

M0184 
Valiey1leld, PO 

Poliquin, J. A. M. CELE 
ELEC ENG 

Mike was born in Valleyfield. Quebec, where he lived until , in 1970, he decided to join the Canadian Armed 
Forces as a Radio Technician . His first posting with the military was to 1 Service Baltalion, CFB Calgary, Alta., 
where he took post secondary school courses in the fine arts of digging, gehing wet and freezing . Calgary was 
not without its assets. as it was there that Mike met and married Heather. 1975 brought a posting to CFS Carp, 
Ont., and more challenging and more comfortable employment. Ohawa also brought Mikey Jr., Mike and 
Heather's first child. 

Mike applied for the UTPM program, and was accepted in April 1979. Though Mike must have found 
Chilliwack just as hard as the rest of us old timers, his infectious smile and unfailing sense of humour helped a lot 
of us over the hard parts . 

Though Mike says that he found his first year difficult he made a creditable showing, and his performance led 
to his being appointed to CSSO during his second year, which he feels has been easier. Mike's position as CSSO 
is appropriate, as the only leisure activities that he mentions are squash, golf and skating. He must have some 
others, as he has been seen at the Colwood on the odd occasion, and seemed to be enjoying himself 
tremendously. 

Mike expects to be going to RMC in the fall, where he will study Electrical Engineering, after which he hopes 
to be employed in the CElE classification. 

M0185 
Selkirk, Man. 

Rozak, M. J. AERE 
ELEC ENG 

"Rozie" was born and raised in Selkirk, Manitoba. Deciding that he wanted to see for himself that the world 
wasn 't all flat, he joined the Canadian Armed Forces in 1972 as an infanteer with the PPCll. After two years of 
studying terrain from close quarters, he remustered to the Radar Systems Technician trade. After finishing his 
training at Kingston, Trenton and Borden he was posted to CFB Edmonton, where he spent the following three 
and a half years making sure that the 'Hercs' were totally serviceable (or at least could take off) so that Airborne 
types could jump from them. 

In the fall of 1978, Mike applied for the UTPM program. When told that he was accepted and coming to 
RRMC, Mike was ecstatic to escape the cold prairie winters, and even more pleased to learn that he could golf all 
year long in Victoria. Of course, no·one told Mike that he was going to spend more weekends on the parade 
square than on the puhing green. Oh, well , Mike, they tell me that AERE types learn more aerodynamics from a 
golf ball in flight than they do from a textbook. 

Mike tells us that his interests lie in cards, backgammon, golf, broomball and his wife, not necessarily in that 
order, and that he can't wait to graduate from RMC so that he can enjoy them. 

M0186 
Kltchener, Ont. 

Stark, M, D. 0 , CELE 
ELEC ENG 

Marvin joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in January of 1968, and spent the initial ten years of his career as 
a Communications Research Operator. As with most servicemen with the time in that he has, Marv has had the 
opportunity of seeing a great deal of Canada. He commenced his service career at St. Jean, PQ, where he did his 
basic training . He has also served at HMCS Gloucester, near Ohawa, the Canadian Forces School of Communi· 
cations and Electronic Engineering in Kingston , and at CFS Masset, where he was employed when he was 
accepted into the UTPM program. Marv, lucky devil, has also had the dubious pleasure of serving, not once, but 
twice at CFS Alert, Canada's northernmost permanently inhabited community. An all male community of which 
Marvin has some rather humourous' tales, some of which involve giant rabbits. (tall tails?) 

Since entering the UTPM program in April, 1979, Marvin has done extremely well. Not only was he CSA at 
the start of his second year, but he received the Governor General's Bronze Medal as the top first year student, 
the first time that a UTPM has ever received this distinction. 

Marvin states that he is looking forward to moving to RMC in the fall to continue his studies towards his 
degree in Electrical Engineering. 
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Rear Row: S. Johnson, J. Campbell, A. Mech, S. Spence, S. Wallenburg , M. Pleasants, D. Constable, J. Hutcheson, M. Elderfield, S. Warsza, G. Sinclair, F. 
Topp, P. Todd, P. Schmidt, D. Robinson, T. Crewe, P. Aubin . Middle Row: S. Craig, S. Monkhouse, J. Boyd, R. Melchers, G. Kramer, H. Davidson, S. Ross, R. 
Ross, D. Mulders, R. Reeves, S. Sibbald, H. Ketellapper, P. Hancox, N. MacDonald, D. Henderson, T. Williams, P. Goddard, P. Chalmers. 
Front Row: K. Greenwood, D. Emrich, D. Macintyre, D. Campbell, B. Thlrnbeck, C. Chiarot, W. O. Bruner, Capt. Molloy, J. Agostinho, D. Hoyle, S. Dominico, C. 
Wardle, D. Smith, P. Cachia , D. Rich , T. Parkinson. 

THE BAND 





~ COLUMBIA & HARMONY DIAMONDS 

T Longines Wittnauer Watches 

~g~<\~td. 
IN LANGFORD 

2810 Bryn - Maur Road 
Victoria, B.C. V9B 3T4 
Next to Bank of Montreal 

Watch Repairs Done on 
Premises 

Telephone 478-9232 

We're almost next door! 

~"BOOK 

10% off for Royal Roads cadets 
and faculty. 

478-7221 Hatley Park Shopping Centre 

fried chicken , 
310 GOLDSTREAM 

(At Colwood Corners) 

478-0211 WE 

h 
C 

The place to go ..... 

CJne~ing 
n·lI: CUCKOO'S 

NI:Si 
lie OJcl latE 

IVY'S 
STRATHCONA HOTEL 

919 Douglas Street, 
Victoria, British Columbia, 

Canada V8W 2C2 
Telephone 383-7137 - Area Code 604 
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~ 
COLWOOD INN 
Your 'Friendly neighbourhood pub' 

We salute our proud young 
people in uniform. 

We always take pleasure 
in serving you at: 

WESTERN DRUG MART 
COLWOOD SHOPPING PLAZA 

PHONE 478-9548 

Open Every Day 

Montague BRIDGMAN Ltd. 
Chil1a Cr)lSfal Gifts 

VICTORIA'S OLDEST AND LARGEST 
SPECIALISTS IN CHINA AND CRYSTAL. 

650 Fort 383-0821 
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Congratulations on 

completion of another year 

::. computczr shop 
764a Yates St ., 744 Johnson 384-4421 

TELEPHONE (604) 474-2141 

rick pope 

YOUR HOSTS 

BOB AND CAROL STANICKY 

364 GOLDSTREAM AVENUE 
VICTORIA. B.C . V9B 2W3 

tom large 

the bike rack 
478·7311 

733b goldstream avenue victoria, b.c. 

All kinds of Bikes 
Repairs - Parts - Accessories 

A LOVELY GIFT . .. FRESH FLOWERS, 
DRIED ABRANGEMENTS, 
FOR ALL YOUR 

I~i' 
FLORAL NEEDS, CALL TODAY 

i ....... ' 
/. '/. 

POSY EXPRESSION, 
~,'~.,.;::-.. WORLD WIDE 
...... ~- .I' WIRE SERVICE 

Ma,ler Char,::e, \'ba Accepted on Phone Order-/> 

~jJm/t 
FL@)RIST 
2244 SOOKE ROAD 
478-3143 or 478-0833 
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Com~limenls of 

Ine ~x·Ca~~ CIUD 

Royal Military College 

Royal Naval College of Canada 

Royal Canadian Naval College 

CIUD ~es Anciens 

1876 to date 

1911 to 1922 

1942 to 1946 

Royal Canadian Naval-Royal Canadian Air Force Services 

College 1947 

Royal Roads Military College 

College Militaire Royal de Saint-Jean 

1948 to date 

1952 to date 



TOYOTA 
:--:CELICA 

Celica GT Standard lea ures that don't cost you 
extra include: 

- 2.2 litre 4-cylinder SOHC engine 
- 5 speed overdrive transmission 
- Steel belted radial ply tires 
- AM/FM/MPX stereo radio (Liftback) 
- Quartz-Halogen hi-beam headlamps 

DRIVE A DREAM 
COME TRUE. 

R D Phone: 386-3516 
625 Finlayson St. , Victoria 

COLWOOD 
UNITED PHARMACY 

Salutes the Graduates of 
Royal Roads. 

9 a.m.-9:30 p.m. Daily 
9 a.m.-6 :00 p.m. Saturdays 
10 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Sundays and Holidays 

478-1735 
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I)))) :':~~M=:TARY 
CHARGE SHOULD 
YOU REQU1RE 
SERVICE 

1 YW FULL· 
CRED1T UPSR10lNG 
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MCCALLUM 
MOTORS Ltd. 

1101 YATES ST. 
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L~g~ 
FLO~JST 

FLOWERS CUSTOM DESIGNED 
FOR YOUR EVERY NEED 

WESTBROOK CENTRE 
758 GOLDSTREAM AVE. 
LANGFORD, B.C. 478·9114 
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• Front wheel drive 
• Power assist front disc brakes 
• Horizontally opposed engine 
• "Zero scrub" suspension 
• Electronic readout controls 
• AM/ FM radio 
• 20% more glass area 

INEXPENSIVE. AND BUILT 
TO STAY THAT WAY. 

Get to Know a 
SUBARU® 

1824 Island HWy. 
Phone: 474-2211 
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SAUNDERS 
sales It sel'vice 

(OlWOOD, 8 .C. 136 
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HONOUR SLATE WING HEADQUARTERS 
Front Row: R. Perron, D, Daly, M. Overton, M. Laplante. Second Row: K. Whitney, J. Lowe. Third Row: D. Taylor, D. Harris, J. 
Collin, K. Bokovay. Rear Row: M. Adamson, K. Jones, K. Tyler, C. Ketellapper, D. Hoyle. 
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CARTIER 

Front Row: C. Chorny, M. Adamson , D. Roberts, J. Lowe, M. Overton, K. Bokovay, P. Brinkhurst, S. Knight, D. Hoyle, D. Brown, M. Doupe, J. 
Howes, Center Row: J. Cade, C. Deyo, J. Randall , H. Kenny, G. Pankiw, G. Parkinson, T. Pascal, M. Cookson, S. Woods, R. Quinn, P. 
Goddard, R. Hearn. Rear Row: G. Kramer, E. Ronning, T. Fowler, D. Stewart, J. Toomey, P. Aubin, B. Gogus, J. Pedde, S. Gable, A. Pierce, S. 
Picard, K. Forsythe. 

FRASER 
Front Row: W. Read, D. Kanz, D. Wu, M. Batkiewicz, T. Giraldeau, M. Laplante, S. Moors, S. Cox, B. Lewis, l. Rogers, J. Stacey. Middle Row: 
P. Hancox, G. Sinclair. K. Greenwood, M. Holst, T. Holden, R. Ross, R. Atwood , D. Hawkins, S. Spence. Rear Row: D. Himmelman, C. 
Ketellapper, P. Skuriat, G. Vassbotn , M. Parker, M. Legot!, J. Holden, M. Clark, R. Coppicus. 
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CHAMPLAIN 

Front Row: D. Rich, S. Kooistra, C . Wykurz, A. Scott, D. Daly, D. Harris, S. Kerr, G. Marinoff, A. Paulus, M. Jennings. Center Row: B. 
MacLennan, G. Balombin, D. Macintyre, M. Elderfield, G. Braganca, B. Fournier, B. McGee, C. Roth, C. King, S. Mcintyre. Rear Row: D. 
Crabb, C . Burnham, S. Tracey, R. Kingsbury, G. MacLeod, J. VanGelder, H. Ali-Khan, J. Madower, P. Schmidt, C . Daley, J. Bauman. 

MACKENZIE 
Front Row: T. Parkinson, B. Anderson , D. Walters, D. Smith , D. Knight, D. Taylor, J. Collins, F. Bigelow, M. Pearson, R. Kosierb, R. Daoust. 
Center Row: B. Bailey, V. Farmer, D. Constable, J. Hutcheson, R. Reeves, S. Sibbald , R. Harvey, J. Simpkins, S. Warsza, D. Robinson. Rear 
Row: B. Henderson, S. Johnston, N. MacDonald, M. Pleasants, B. Topp, D. Emrich, S. Sukstorf, S. Ross, S. Walienburg, K. Steele, D. 
Campbell. 
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HUDSON 

Front Row: B. Thirnbeck, D. Smith, C. Chiarot, M. Elderfield , M. Overton, J. Agostino, S. Newton, A. Wass, R. Fawcett, F. Moger, P. Chalmers. 
Center Row: A. Bryan, K. Jones, C. Murray, J. P. Charest, R. Myrah, C. Smith , K. Tyler, D. Mulders, P. Cyr, S. Monkhouse, T. Williams, J. 
Campbell, P. Munro, C. Wardle, R. McBride, S. Carr, D. Milner, J. Douwes, l. Embleton. 

LASALLE 

Front Row: S. MacDonald, B. Thirnbeck, S. Craig, J. Oliphant, J. McNally, R. Corradini, K. Whitney, R. Perron, G. Poulin, S. Newton, P. 
Sugden, S. Dominica. Center Row: G. Miller, M. Sharon, G. Vereschagen, R. Bowes, K. Moore, J. Moloney, N. Bell, J. G. Brasseur, P. Cachia, 
M. Audet, A. Crewe, R. Robson , T. Brooks, D. Morley, R. Leroux. A. Mech. J. Campbell. 
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UTPM'S 

Front Row: J. Tremblay, R. J. Helio, M. Poliquin, M. Michaud, W. F. Vachon , Maj. K. R. Merkley, A. Grant, M. Brown. Center Row: J. C. Tasse, G. 
B. lvanny, R. G. Wilson, M. Gagne, C. Mayor, A. Bouvier, L. White, D. Graves. Rear Row: M. Stark, J. Erkelens, M. Rozak, E. G. Hix, G. 
Cormier, A. H. Schaafsma, R. Husiuk. 
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